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**Note:**
Because of printing deadlines, it is possible that the list of degree candidates as presented in this program may not be entirely accurate. This program is not an official university document and does not officially designate that those whose names appear have completed degree requirements.
Welcome to the 126th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement – and we are thrilled to be honoring our graduates in-person. This is an extra special day to recognize and celebrate our graduating students’ academic efforts, extraordinary resilience, and remarkable personal commitment.

This graduating class has endured unforeseen adversity that has accompanied the persistent COVID-19 pandemic. Yet they succeeded despite those unwelcome and difficult challenges. Believe me when I say that the class of 2022 will be saluted and celebrated like no other.

In celebrating our graduates, we also look to these outstanding individuals with a great sense of anticipation. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and exceptional value to the recipient and well beyond. Our world has changed and keeps changing. And these graduates’ impact will change the world for the better. Our students, alumni, faculty, and staff are engaged in lifelong learning, research, critical thinking and collaboration with businesses, industries, nonprofit organizations, and other educational institutions in the region and across the globe. These soon-to-be alumni have set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation, and entrepreneurship.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. When combined with those who graduated last December, there are an impressive 5,000+ students who have attained goals of a lifetime.

To all our guests, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner, or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all your endeavors. We look forward to hearing about the great things that will occur in your futures.

Best regards,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
The Story of the UWM Seal

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin Legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885  Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892  University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909  With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920  The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927  Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928  UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951  Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956  WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961  The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963  UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964  UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965  UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970  Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988  UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995  Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000  UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001  Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002  Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005  Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006  $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008  Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010  The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.
2016  UWM is named a top-tier Research 1 (R1) doctoral university by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. This honor includes UWM as one of 115 top-tier research universities among the nation’s 4600+ institutions, and only one of two in Wisconsin.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and in 1951 became Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
**CHANCELLOR’S MEDALLION**

The medallion for Chancellor Mark Mone was designed and fabricated by Frankie Flood, Associate Professor of Art and Design, after talking with Chancellor Mone about his vision for UWM’s future. With water from Lake Michigan in its center chamber – and spheres representing how student knowledge grows at UW-Milwaukee – the Chancellor’s Medallion is full of symbolism specific to UWM.

**THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA**

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

**Styles and colors** had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

**The academic hood** is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET—Architecture
- WHITE—Art
- BROWN—Art/Dance/Drama
- BEIGE—Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE—Education
- ORANGE—Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK—Human Resources and Labor Relations
- LEMON—Library & Information Science
- PINK—Music
- APRICOT—Nursing
- SALMON—Public Health
- GOLD—Science
- CITRON—Social Work/Criminal Justice

**Honors:** The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.

The black and gold stole worn by some undergraduate students, identifies our McNair Scholars, our future leaders who come from first generation and diverse backgrounds. These students have completed a selective and rigorous research program that prepares them to enter graduate school.
**UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS**

**BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM**
EDMUND MANYDEEDS III
President

**THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM**
MICHAEL FALBO
Interim President

**THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE CHANCELLOR’S EXECUTIVE STAFF**

MARK A. MONE
Chancellor

JOHANNES J. BRITZ
Provost and Vice Chancellor

JOAN NESBITT
Vice Chancellor-Development and Alumni Relations

ROBIN VAN HARPEN
Vice Chancellor-Finance and Administrative Affairs

DAVID H. GILBERT
President-UWM Foundation

CHIA YOUYEE-VANG
Interim Chief Diversity Equity & Inclusion Officer

JOHN R. REISEL
Secretary of the University

SUE WESLOW
Chief of Staff

KELLY HAAG
Vice Chancellor - Student Affairs

KERI DUCE
Director-External Relations

**GOVERNANCE REPRESENTATIVES**

NIGEL ROTHFELS
University Committee

GEORGE HENION & SUSAN WIRKA
University Staff Council

KAREN PARRISH BAKER & SUE CASHIN
Academic Staff Committee
ACADEMIC DEANS COUNCIL

NANCY FRANK
   Interim Dean, School of Architecture & Urban Planning

KEVIN HARTMAN
   Interim Dean, Peck School of the Arts

KAUSHAL CHARI
   Dean, Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business

NANCY NELSON
   Deputy to the Provost for Continuing Education and Outreach, School of Continuing Education

TINA FREIBURGER
   Interim Dean, School of Education
   Dean, Helen Bader School of Social Welfare

BRETT A. PETERS
   Dean, College of Engineering & Applied Science

MARK HARRIS
   Interim Dean, School of Freshwater Sciences
   Interim Dean, School of Information Studies

SIMON BRONNER
   Dean, College of General Studies

JASON PUSKAR
   Interim Dean, Graduate School

TIMOTHY BEHRENS
   Dean, College of Health Sciences

SCOTT GRONERT
   Dean, College of Letters & Science

KIM LITWACK
   Dean, College of Nursing

AMY HARLEY
   Acting Dean, Joseph J. Zilber School of Public Health
BLACK COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   John Climer, Director of University Bands

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Isabel Mancl, vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE UW SYSTEM PRESIDENT
   Jay Rothman, Incoming President
   University of Wisconsin System

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Héctor Colón, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   Beth Fetterley Heller
   UWM Alumni Association

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Willem Dafoe
   Actor

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   Johannes Britz, Provost and Vice Chancellor

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
WILLEM DAFOE
Actor

HONORARY DOCTOR OF ARTS
Escorted by: Kevin Hartman, Interim Dean
Peck School of the Arts

WILLEM DAFOE - Having made well over 100 films in his legendary career, Willem Dafoe is internationally respected for bringing versatility, boldness and dare to some of the most iconic films of our time. His artistic curiosity in exploring the human condition leads him to projects all over the world, large and small, Hollywood films as well as independent cinema.

In 1979, he was given a role in Michael’s Cimino’s “Heaven’s Gate,” from which he was fired. Since then, he has collaborated with directors who represent a virtual encyclopedia of modern cinema: Hector Babenco, Kathryn Bigelow, Kenneth Branagh, Anton Corbijn, Scott Cooper, David Cronenberg, William Friedkin, Mary Harron, Werner Herzog, Spike Lee, David Lynch, Anthony Minghella, Phillip Noyce, Alan Parker, Sam Raimi, Dee Rees, Robert Rodriguez, Paul Schrader, Martin Scorsese, Zack Snyder, Lars von Trier, James Wan, Wim Wenders and Zhang Yimou.

Dafoe has been recognized with four Academy Award nominations: Best Actor in a Supporting Role for Oliver Stone’s “Platoon,” E. Elias Merhige’s “Shadow of the Vampire” (for which he also received Golden Globe and Screen Actors Guild nominations), and Sean Baker’s “The Florida Project” (also Golden Globe and Screen Actors Guild nominations), as well as Best Leading Actor for Julian Schnabel’s “At Eternity’s Gate” (also a Golden Globe nomination). He has also been awarded by the New York Film Critics Circle and the National Board of Review, as well as twice by the Los Angeles Film Critics Association. Additionally, he is the recipient of two Independent Spirit Awards, the Venice Film Festival Volpi Cup and a Berlinale Honorary Golden Bear for Lifetime Achievement.

He and his wife, director Giada Colagrande, have made three films together: “Padre,” “A Woman” and “Before It Had a Name.”

His natural adventurousness is evident in roles as diverse as Thomas Wake in Robert Eggers’ “The Lighthouse”; Marcus, the elite assassin who is mentor to Keanu Reeves in the neo-noir “John Wick”; in his voice work as Gil the Moorish Idol in “Finding Nemo”; as the notorious filmmaker in Abel Ferrara’s “Pasolini”; as Paul Smecker, the obsessed FBI agent in the cult classic “The Boondock Saints”; as real life hero Leonhard Seppala, who led the 1925 Alaskan dog sled diphtheria serum run in “Togo”; and the notorious duality of Norman Osborn / Green Goblin, a role he reprised in Jon Watts’ record-breaking “Spider-Man: No Way Home.” That adventurous spirit continues with upcoming films including Yorgos Lanthimos’ “Poor Things,” Walter Hill’s “Dead for a Dollar,” and Isaiah Saxon’s fantasy epic “The Legend of Ochi.” Most recently, he was seen in Robert Eggers’ “The Northman” and Guillermo del Toro’s “Nightmare Alley,” as well as Wes Anderson’s “The French Dispatch,” marking his fourth collaboration with the director.

Dafoe is one of the founding members of The Wooster Group, the New York based experimental theater collective. He created and performed in all of the group’s work from 1977 thru 2005, both in the U.S. and internationally. Since then, he worked with Richard Foreman in “Idiot Savant” at NYC’s Public Theater, with Robert Wilson on two international productions: “The Life & Death of Marina Abramovic” and “The Old Woman” (opposite Mikhail Baryshnikov) and developed a new theater piece, directed by Romeo Castellucci, based on Nathaniel Hawthorne’s “The Minister’s Black Veil.” He recently completed work on Marina Abramovic’s opera “7 Deaths of Maria Callas.”
MARY ALFRED
Professor and Interim Department Head
College of Education and Human Development
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX

HONORARY DOCTOR OF ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
Escorted by: Tina Freiburger, Interim Dean
School of Education

MARY V. ALFRED is Professor and Interim Department Head in the College of
Education and Human Development at Texas A&M University. Her academic program is
Adult Education and Human Resource Development, where she also serves as Executive
Director for the Texas Center for the Advancement of Literacy and Learning. Dr. Alfred
joined the faculty of Texas A&M University in 2006, and from 2009 to 2017, she served as Associate Dean and
later Executive Associate Dean in the College of Education and Human Development. Prior to joining the faculty of
Texas A&M University, she served as an Assistant Professor of Adult Education in the Department of Administrative
Leadership at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (1999-2004) and Associate Professor of Adult Education and
Dr. Alfred’s research interests include international adult education; learning and development among women of
the African Diaspora; sociocultural contexts of adult learning; social welfare and economic disparities among low-
inecome and low-literate adults; and issues of diversity, equity, and inclusion in education and the workplace. She has
published numerous articles which have appeared in both research and professional publication outlets. Dr. Alfred’s
authored/co-authored books and special issue journal publications include:

- Advancing the global agenda for human rights, vulnerable populations, and environmental sustainability:
  adult education as strategic partner
- Black Lives Movement: Implications for anti-racist adult education
- Paradise to regain: Post-Obama insights from women educators of the Black Diaspora.
- Social capital and women's support systems: Networking, learning, and surviving
- Learning in sociocultural contexts: Implications for adults, community, and workplace education
- Immigrant women of the academy: Negotiating boundaries, crossing borders in higher education
- Immigrant learners in adult, post-secondary, and workplace education

Dr. Alfred started her lifetime career as an educator in the Caribbean Island of St. Lucia, her island home. Upon
migrating to the U.S., she took up residence in Texas, and later continued her journey as educator at Central
Texas Community College where she served as faculty and program director in the area of workforce education
for 18 years. Overall, Dr. Alfred’s academic journey spans over 50 years, starting with elementary and secondary
education in St. Lucia, followed by community college and university education in the U.S. She has received
many recognitions along the way, notably the Commission of Professors of Adult Education Early Career Award,
American Association for Adult and Continuing Education President’s Award for Exceptional and Innovative
Leadership in Adult and Continuing Education, the American Association for Continuing Higher Education Marlow
Froke Award for Excellence in Professional Writing, and the Cyril O. Houle Scholars in Adult and Continuing
Education Award. Dr. Alfred served as President Elect, President, and Immediate Past President of the American
Association for Adult and Continuing Education (2019-2021). She was inducted into the International Adult and
Continuing Education Hall of Fame in 2016.

Dr. Alfred received her doctoral degree from the University of Texas at Austin.
BLACK CEREMONY HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

JUDY MURPHY
RN, FACMI, LFHIMSS, FAAN
Nurse Executive & Health IT Leader
Minneapolis, MN

HONORARY DOCTOR OF NURSING
Escorted by: Kim Litwack, Dean
College of Nursing

JUDY MURPHY is a pioneer and thought leader in the national and international health and nursing informatics communities. She served as Chief Nursing Officer for IBM Global Healthcare and as Deputy National Coordinator for Programs and Policy in the Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC) in the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services. In these roles, she led international efforts to assist health care providers in adopting health information technology to improve care, and to promote consumers’ greater understanding and use of health information technology for their own health.

Prior to that, she spent 36 years at Aurora Health Care in Wisconsin, 26 of those years in clinical informatics. As Vice President-Applications, she led the company’s electronic health record program since 1995, when Aurora was an early adopter of health IT. In this role, she worked with UWM researchers to embed knowledge into nurse care planning and documentation in the electronic record in order to improve care quality and safety.

She has published over 100 articles and book chapters, and has done hundreds of presentations nationally and internationally. She served on the AMIA and HIMSS Board of Directors, is a Fellow in the American Academy of Nursing and the American College of Medical Informatics, and is a HIMSS Lifetime Fellow. She has received numerous awards, including the AMIA 2020 Virginia K. Saba Informatics Award, the HIMSS 2018 Most Influential Women in Health IT, the AMIA 2014 Don Eugene Detmer Award for Health Policy Contributions in Informatics, the HIMSS 2014 Federal Health IT Leadership Award, and the HIMSS 2006 Nursing Informatics Leadership Award.
KEVIN SHAFER
Executive Director
Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District
Milwaukee, WI

HONORARY DOCTOR OF FRESHWATER SCIENCES AND WATER RESOURCE LEADERSHIP
Escorted by: Mark Harris, Interim Dean
School of Freshwater Sciences

KEVIN SHAFER serves as Executive Director of the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District (MMSD). MMSD is a regional government agency that provides water reclamation and flood management services for more than 1.1 million customers in 28 communities in the Greater Milwaukee Area. The district serves 411 square miles that cover all, or segments of, six watersheds. Established by state law, the district is governed by 11 commissioners with taxing authority.

Since assuming this role, Shafer has transformed the MMSD into one of the leading wastewater utilities in the country through the integration of green infrastructure with traditional infrastructure. Shafer’s 2035 Vision has propelled MMSD forward with climate change adaptation through an aggressive program to convert to renewable fuels, install green infrastructure, and preserve floodplains.

Shafer’s leadership has brought MMSD recognition as the recipient of almost every major award in the industry, including the 2012 U.S. Water Prize. He currently serves on the boards of The Water Council, River Revitalization Foundation, Mequon Nature Preserve, and Discovery World, and is a past president of the National Association of Clean Water Agencies, past co-chair of the Water Research Foundation and US Water Alliance, past Board member of the Great Lakes Protection Fund, and a past member of the EPA’s Local Government Advisory Committee.

Shafer holds a master’s degree in civil engineering, water resources, from the University of Texas, and a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from the University of Illinois.
BLACK CEREMONY HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

NOBLE WRAY
Retired Chief of Police, Madison Police Department
Madison, WI

HONORARY DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN SOCIAL WELFARE
Escorted by: Tina Freiburger, Dean
Helen Bader School of Social Welfare

NOBLE WRAY had been with the Madison Police Department for almost 30 years. He was promoted through the ranks and was appointed Chief of Police of the City of Madison in 2004. Before becoming Chief, Chief Wray received Life Saving and Outstanding Service Awards as a member of the Madison Police Department.

Chief Wray has been a very visible and active member of the Madison Police Department throughout his career. He has led the Madison Police Department with an emphasis on building trust both inside and outside of the organization; he refers to it as trust-based policing. It is a recognition that policing is a challenging profession, but it is our relationships based on trust and shared values that help us keep our communities safe and maintain police legitimacy. Wray learned this early on in his career, and in 1993 he was invited to speak on the nationally televised “Today” show as a law enforcement representative to discuss the impact of the “drug war” on communities across the United States.

Wray has also excelled as a nationaely recognized consultant for law enforcement organizations such as the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) and the Police Foundation in the areas of problem solving, community policing and trust-based policing. He has also served on staff from 1997 to 2004 at the Police Leadership Institute at the University of Lowell Massachusetts for a course police managers. Chief Wray continues to be a national presenter on topic areas like implicit bias, Blue Courage, and procedural justice. Since 2014 he has consulted in number of cities like Ferguson, Baltimore and New York on the above topic areas. He is also a certified trainer/consultant for both Steven Covey and COPS Office Fair and Impartial Policing.

In 2019, Wray was appointed to served on Wisconsin Governor Tony Evers’s Pardon Advisory Board. Chief Wray was asked in 2015 by the U.S. Department of Justice to help lead the national initiative to implement President Obama’s 21st Century Policing recommendations. He also completed his tenure as Board President for the United Way of Dane County in 2015. In 2014 he served as Interim President and CEO of the Urban League of Greater Madison Wisconsin. In 2007 Chief Wray was asked by Wisconsin’s Governor James Doyle to co-chair the State Commission on Reducing Racial Disparity in the Criminal Justice System. The Governor was nationally recognized by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency for the Commission’s Report in October 2008.
Some of his Awards and Recognitions:

1996  City of Madison Affirmative Action Award  
2007  Madison Community Juneteenth “UnSung” Hero Award  
2008  Madison Magazine Person of the Year  
2008  Herman Goldstein Finalist for Excellence in Problem Oriented Policing  
2010  Fellowship Award by the International Association of Chiefs and Target Corporation  
2011  UW Milwaukee Alumnus of the Year – School of Social Welfare  
2012  Shorewood School’s Tradition of Excellence as Community Leader in Public Safety Award  
(an Award also received by US Supreme Court Justice William H. Rehnquist)  
2012  Public Service Peace and Dialogue Award from the International Niagara Foundation  
2013  100 Black Men of Madison, Inc. Distinguished Community Service Award  
2013  Madison Chapter Links, Inc. Distinguished Community Service Award  
2013  Paul Harris Fellow Award (Rotary Foundation)  
2014  Urban League of Greater Madison Distinguished Service Award

Chief Wray was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin in 1960. He has lived in Wisconsin most of his life and has been married for over 40 years with two adult children. He has a Bachelor of Science degree in Social Welfare from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and is a graduate of the Wisconsin Department of Justice Executive Leadership Course for future police leaders.
GOLD COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   John Climer, Director of University Bands

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Katy Radiske, vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE UW SYSTEM PRESIDENT
   Jay Rothman, Incoming President
   University of Wisconsin System

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Héctor Colón, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   Kyle Stephens
   UWM Alumni Association

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   Johannes Britz, Provost and Vice Chancellor

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Willem Dafoe
   Actor

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Jason Puskar
Interim Dean of the Graduate School

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

AFRICAN & AFRICAN DIASPORA STUDIES

Dalila Fernandes De Negreiros
“Institutional Quilombos? Black Studies in Brazil and the United States”
Major Professor: Gladys Mitchell-Walthour

ANTHROPOLOGY

Robert Einar Ahlrichs
“Social Networks and Copper Distribution Among Archaic Foragers of the Western Great Lakes”
Major Professor: Robert Jeske

Ashley Lindsey Brenneman
Major Professor: Patricia Richards

Shaheen M. Christie
“Deconstructing Decapitation in Late Roman Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire, UK”
Major Professor: Bettina Arnold

Joshua Immermann Driscoll
“Strategic Drinking: The Archaeology of Alcohol in Early Iron Age West Central Europe”
Major Professor: Bettina Arnold

Catherine R. Jones
“Evidence of Lives Not Seen: The Bioarchaeology of Material Personhood at the Milwaukee County Poor Farm Cemetery”
Major Professor: Patricia Richards

Alexis Marie Jordan
“Identity in Iron Age and Early Roman Southwestern Britain: A Mortuary Approach”
Major Professor: Bettina Arnold

Joshua William Rivers
“On ‘Enacted’ Institutions and Ethics: CCP Games & The Symbiotic ‘Custodianship’ of EVE Online”
Major Professor: Thomas Malaby

ARCHITECTURE

Seung Youp Lee
“Visualizing the Invisible: Sky Protest and Contested Landscapes of Labor in South Korea”
Major Professor: Arijit Sen

Leila Saboori
“A Microhistory of Oil, Architecture, and Urban Modernity in Abadan, Iran (1908-1951)”
Major Professor: Whitney Moon and Anna Andrzejewski

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE

Austin Reed Harris
“An Agent-based Investigation of Hurricane Evacuation Dynamics: Key Factors, Connections, and Emergent Behaviors”
Major Professor: Paul Roebber

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Elizabeth Jane Falat
“The Role of the Basement Membrane in Brain Morphogenesis”
Major Professor: Jennifer Gutzman

Alaleh Ghasemimianaei
“Elucidate the Regulatory Mechanism of A Novel Transcription Regulator on Type III Secretion System in Dickeya dadantii”
Major Professor: Ching-Hong Yang

Clinton Michael Sergi
“Web and Cognitive Phenotypes in the Western Black Widow Spider”
Major Professor: Rafael Rodriguez
Lauren Jeanne Simmons
“Phytoplankton Mortality in an Urban Pond: Understanding the Roles of Abiotic Factors, Grazing Pressure and Allelopathy”
Major Professor: John Berges

Bretta Lynn Vrieze Speck
“Architecture of Mate Choice Decisions in Enchenopa Treehoppers”
Major Professor: Rafael Rodriguez

Nicole Christina Mcgee Thunes
“Exploring Virulence Factors of Flavobacterium columnare”
Major Professor: Mark McBride

Xueling Yi
“Molecular Evolution and Biogeography of the New World Eptesicus Bats”
Major Professor: Emily Latch

Trevor Moss Hagemann
“Guest Host Molecules: Metalink Chemosensors and Antibiotic Intermediates and Precursors”
Major Professor: Alan Schwabacher

Muhammad Nazmul Hussain
“Study of the Chemical Fabrication Process of NSOM Probe and the Modification of Probe Surface”
Major Professor: Jorg Woehl

Mohammad Mohiminul Islam
“In-vitro and In-vivo Identification and Quantification of Carmofur and 5-Fluorouracil Using Tandem Mass Spectrometry”
Major Professor: Shama Mirza

Md Yeunus Mian
“Design and Synthesis of Chiral and Achiral Benzodiazepines and Imidazodiazepines as α-Subtype Selective GABAAR Positive Modulators to Treat Schistosomiasis, Epilepsy, Asthma and Some Mental Disorders”
Major Professor: James Cook

Quintus S. Owen
“Utilizing Fluorescent Nanoscale Particles to Create a Map of the Electric Double Layer”
Major Professor: Jorg Woehl

Vilashini Rajaratnam
“Pharmacological Properties of ARN14988, an Acid Ceramidase Inhibitor, and its Potential as Chemotherapeutic Agent for Glioblastoma”
Major Professor: Shama Mirza

David Glenn Schreurs
“Investigation into the Measurement of Student Ability and How It Can Be Misleading/Manipulated”
Major Professor: Kristen Murphy

Katryna Deliah Williams
“Part I: Synthesis of Quinolones as Beta Sheet Mimetics for Inhibition of the Beta Barrel Assembly Machine; Part II: Synthesis and Characterization of Azo Dyes for Selective Detection of Heavy Metals in Drinking Water”
Major Professor: Alan Schwabacher
Nicolas Mark Zahn
“Development of New Treatments for Asthma and Neuropathic Pain Based on α-Aminobutyric Acid A Receptor (GABAAR) Ligands”
Major Professor: Alexander Arnold

COMMUNICATION

Michael Cody Coker
“Exploring Communicatively Constituted Virtual Organizations: Attending to Sensemaking, Emotional Work, and Identity Work Among Disenfranchised Bereaved Individuals in an Online Community”
Major Professor: Sarah Riforgiate

Marnie M. Lawler McDonough
“Seeking Justice and Effecting Organizational Change: Kategoria as a Form of Rhetorical Leadership”
Major Professor: Leslie Harris

ECONOMICS

Jing Chu
“Essays on Empirical Trade Theory”
Major Professor: Antu Murshid

Akash De
“Essays On Housing Market”
Major Professor: Kundan Kishor

Mehrnoosh Hasanzade
“Policy Uncertainty, Tariff Rate, Monetary Policy and Income Inequality: An Asymmetric Analysis”
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

Zoe Kathleen Laulederkind
“Cost Analysis of the Air Freight Transportation Industry”
Major Professor: James Peoples

Nam Nguyen Tam Hoai
“Essay on Measuring Credit and Property Prices Gaps”
Major Professor: Kundan Kishor

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Alexander Martin Holmes
“Nonreciprocal Electromagnetics of Layered Media”
Major Professor: George Hanson

ENGINEERING

Oluwatosin Samuel Aworanti
“Numerical Verifications of Compact Heat Exchanger Fin Designs”
Major Professor: Kevin Renken

Osama Mansour Elsayed
“Enhancement of Energy Efficiency for Thermal Energy and Biomass Driven Applications”
Major Professor: Ryoichi Amano

Behrouz Farahi
“The Use of Portland Cement in Reactive Powder Hybrid Asphalt Concrete”
Major Professor: Konstantin Sobolev

Dahai Han
“Older Adults’ Technology Usage and Mobility Needs in Small Urban and Rural Areas”
Major Professor: Andrew Graettinger

Alaa Sayed Mahmoud Hasan
“Experimental and Numerical Investigation of the Effect of Newly Tested Blades on the Aerodynamic Performance and Power Output of a Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine”
Major Professor: Ryoichi Amano

Md Syam Hasan
“Triboinformatic Approaches for Surface Characterization: Tribological and Wetting Properties”
Major Professor: Michael Nosonovsky

Xiaowei Hu
“Network Games and Optimization with Applications in Supply Chain Operations, Crises, and Policies”
Major Professor: Jaejin Jang

Yangpingqing Hu
“Compact Field Programmable Gate Array Based Ring Oscillator Physical Unclonable Functions Circuits”
Major Professor: Weizhong Wang

Nabila Nafsin
Major Professor: Jin Li
Md Abu Sayed
“Use of Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing to Enhance Traffic Safety Analysis”
Major Professor: Xiao Qin

Chuanbo Wang
“Medical Image Segmentation with Deep Convolutional Neural Networks”
Major Professor: Zeyun Yu

ENGLISH

Patrick Brame
“Domestic Film Exhibition and Spectatorship in the United States, 1920-1950”
Major Professor: Jocelyn Szczepaniak-Gillece

Peter Joseph Brooks
“Content and Context: Objective Formation in FYC Activity Systems”
Major Professor: Dave Clark

Katie Marie Cary
“Indigenous Storytelling of the Great Lakes from the 19th Century to Imagined Future Realities”
Major Professor: Margaret Noodin

Raymond Scott Deerren
“The Recessionists”
Major Professor: Valerie Laken

Morgan Elizabeth Foster
“Girlhood By the Book: Race, Gender, and Young Adult Literature, 1980-2020”
Major Professor: Mark Netzloff

Elizabeth Dally Hoover
“The Cutting Room”
Major Professor: Rebecca Dunham

Loretta Antonia Huizar
“Empire Builders”
Major Professor: Mauricio Kilwein-Guevara

Andrew Kleinke
“Hungry for More: American Food and Globalization”
Major Professor: Andrew Kincaid

Hyojin Koo
“Trauma and the Myth of Hypermasculinity in Korean National Films”
Major Professor: Jocelyn Szczepaniak-Gillece

Yasmine Lamloum
“Survivance, Power, and Gender in Contemporary Transnational Fiction”
Major Professor: Kumkum Sangari

Jessie Caitlin Roy
“Brides: A Novel”
Major Professor: Liam Callanan

Conor James Scruton
“Ghost Lands: Spirit, Space, and the Construction of Cosmology in Native Ghost Stories”
Major Professor: Margaret Noodin

Joseph P Serio
“Hot Licks and Rhetoric: Collecting, Community, and Disruptive Literacies”
Major Professor: Shevaun Watson

Jeffery A Sternstein
“Expressive Speech Acts as Digital Ethos on Twitter”
Major Professor: David Clark

Beatrice Szymkowiak
“B/RDS”
Major Professor: Brenda Cardenas

FRESHWATER SCIENCES

Becky J. Curtis
“Towards Sustainable Nanotechnology Through Improved Evaluations of Impact and Risk: Cross Species Comparisons from the Laboratory and Environmentally Realistic Exposure Scenarios in the Field”
Major Professor: Rebecca Klaper

GEOGRAPHY

Susan A. Borchardt
“Variables Affecting Groundwater Stores in the State of Wisconsin, USA”
Major Professor: Woonsup Choi

So Hyung Lim
“Illiberal and Populist Governance of Infectious Diseases: The Cases of the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) And SARS-CoV-2 (Covid-19) Outbreaks in South Korea”
Major Professor: Kristin Sziarto
**GEOSCIENCES**

Gayantha Roshana Loku Kodikara
“Terrestrial Perspective on the Formation, Evolution, and Detection of Zeolites in Lacustrine Environments on Early Mars”
Major Professor: Lindsay McHenry

**HEALTH SCIENCES**

Anahita Alahmoradiqashqai
“Full-body Biomechanical Quantification Approach to Investigate the Phenotype of Children with Hypermobile Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome During Activities of Daily Living”
Major Professor: Brooke Slavens

Sahar Ali Alhakeem
“IL-35-containing Exosomes (i35-Exosomes): Characterization and Therapeutic Effect on Experimental Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis (EAE)”
Major Professor: Janis Eells

Alaa Almatrook
“Characterization of the Role of T Regulatory Cells in the Immune Response to Borrelia burgdorferi Infection”
Major Professor: Dean Nardelli

Lien Nguyen
“COVID-19 Infectious Disease and Contact Tracing Practice: Experiences and Lessons Learned through the Lens of Frontline Public Health Responders”
Major Professor: Janis Eells and Jennifer Fink

Qussai Mohammed Obiedat
“The Accesstools Assessment and Training Protocol: Substantiating Reliability and Validity”
Major Professor: Roger Smith

Carly Amara Wahl
“Development of an Assessment of Recovery Activities for Athletes”
Major Professor: Barbara Meyer

**HISTORY**

Samuel Cocar
“Weeping All the Way to Zion: African-American Spirituality, the Roman Catholic Church, and the Black Freedom Struggle in Milwaukee, 1954-1970”
Major Professor: Joe Austin

**INFORMATION STUDIES**

Mutasm Alahmoradiqashqai
“The Characters of Users During Early Stage of The Covid-19 Pandemic Based on Social Cognitive Theory”
Major Professor: Xiangming Mu

Xin Cai
“Application of the Markov Chain Method in a Health Portal Recommendation System”
Major Professor: Jin Zhang

Sukwon Lee
“Re-examining the Role of Relevance and its Relationship with Users’ Gaze Behavior Using Eye-tracking Protocol”
Major Professor: Iris Xie

Jean Edwin Rene
“Exploring the Information Experience of the Immigrant Toward Public Libraries in New York City”
Major Professor: Dietmar Wolfram

**KINESIOLOGY**

Nathan Robert Tokarek
“The Influence of Altering Educational Environments on Children’s Physical Activity and Sedentary Behaviors”
Major Professor: Ann Swartz

**LINGUISTICS**

Saad Sharaf S. Alshahrani
“Syllable Structure and Phonological Processes of Southern Najdi Arabic: An Optimality-Theoretic Model”
Major Professor: Anne Pycha
Hamideh Sadat Bagherzadeh
“Persian (Farsi) Heritage Speakers in the United States (An Investigation of the Acquisition of Farsi Heritage Language as an Independent Variety) (Evidence for Multiple Grammars/Universal Bilingualism)”
Major Professor: Sandra Liliana Pucci

Okgi Kim
“The Syntax and Semantics of Non-standard wh-constructions in Korean”
Major Professor: Nicholas Fleisher

Jieun Lee
“Individual Differences in Non-native Phonological Contrast Learning: The Roles of Sensitivity to Sub-phonemic Variation and Inhibitory Control”
Major Professor: Hanyong Park

NURSING

Maria Del Carmen Graf
“Mental Health Needs Among Latina Migrant Farmworkers in the State of Wisconsin - A Colonial Legacy”
Major Professor: Lucy Mkandawire-Valhmu

Augustine Boswony Kiplagat
“Use of Mobile Phones for HIV Prevention and Testing Information Needs by Emerging Adult Male Population in Rural Kenya: A Qualitative Study”
Major Professor: Peninnah Kako

Ashley May Ruiz
“Examining Secondary Victimization Within the Nurse-Patient Relationship”
Major Professor: Lucy Mkandawire-Valhmu

Jennifer Weitzel
“Cultural Safety and Provision of Humanitarian Nursing in Haiti”
Major Professor: Lucy Mkandawire-Valhmu

MATHEMATICS

Arka Banerjee
“Coarse Cohomology of the Complement and Applications”
Major Professor: Boris Okun

Liting Li
“Functional Multidimensional Scaling”
Major Professor: Daniel Gervini

Andrew Benjamin Whetten
“Spline Modeling and Localized Mutual Information Monitoring of Pairwise Associations in Animal Movement”
Major Professor: Vincent Larson

Lianlian Zhou
“Design Optimal Health Insurance Policies from Multiple Perspectives”
Major Professor: Wei Wei

PSYCHOLOGY

Michelle Marie Dunk
“Examining Dyslipidemia as a Contributing Factor to Alzheimer’s Disease Risk”
Major Professor: Ira Driscoll

Bapun Kumar Giri
“Temporal Coordination in Hippocampal Spike and Field Patterns in Experience, Sleep, and Sleep Deprivation”
Major Professor: Han Joo Lee
Doctoral Degrees

PUBLIC HEALTH

Immaculate Apchemengich
“Theory-Based Predictors of Internet-Accessed Testing for Sexually Transmitted Infections Among Young Adults in the United States Using a Large MTurk Sample”
Major Professor: Lance Weinhardt

Lori A. B. Feldhausen
“Examining the Mental Health Needs and Help-Seeking Behaviors of Online College Students”
Major Professor: Paul Florsheim

David Kioko
“A Multilevel Analysis of the Relationship Between Quality of Antenatal Care (ANC) and Maternal-child Health Promotion Practices: A Three Paper Dissertation”
Major Professor: Emmanuel Ngui

Bernadette Ikwubiela Okwu
“A Qualitative Assessment of Screening Behaviors for Sexually Transmitted Diseases Among African American Women Using the Integrated Behavioral Model”
Major Professor: Lance Weinhardt

SOCIAL WELFARE

Nicole N. Robinson
“Recidivism Among Black Men Living in Racialized and Policed Neighborhoods and the Role of Gentrification”
Major Professor: David Pate

SOCIOLOGY

Antonio Paniagua Guzman
“The City as a Poetic Object: An Ethnographic Approach to Milwaukee and its Poets”
Major Professor: Jennifer Jordan

Yi Yin
“Legitimacy Crisis? Cross Cultural Investigation of Institutional Trust”
Major Professor: John Roberts

URBAN EDUCATION

Kelly Renee Allen
“The (in)Visibility of Race/ism in Social Studies Education: Examining Teacher Educators’ Strategies for Addressing Issues of Race/ism with Preservice Teachers”
Major Professor: Jeffrey Hawkins

Johanna C. Groene
“Impact Of Interruption: Literacy Instruction During the Covid-19 Pandemic Qualitatively Analyzing Barriers and Exploring Solutions to Literacy Instruction from Elementary School Teachers”
Major Professor: Tania Habeck

Stephen David Plum
“Understanding How a School District Implements Social Emotional Learning”
Major Professor: Simone Conceição

Barbara Therese Prendergast
“Curriculum Adaptations to Teach for Creativity Using a Published Language Arts Curriculum”
Major Professor: Nancy File

Todd Southern
“New Engineers’ Perceptions of Their Transition to Practice”
Major Professor: Simone Conceição

URBAN STUDIES

Hamideh Moayyed
“Asessing the Impact of Urban and Suburban Settings on Seniors’ Travel Behavior in Milwaukee County, Waukesha County and Ozaukee County”
Major Professor: Robert Schneider
DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Nicole Marie Allman
Emily Bartel
John James Basich
Ashlyn Bolstad
Hilary Kay Boyd
Emily Churchill
Stacy Lynn Duke
Megan Elizabeth Galske
Gail LaVoie Geraci
Lisa Gniot
Megan Mcfarlance Hanson
Amy Marie Heidenreich
Cassandra Margaret Housh
Amber Lynn Jones
Kang Yang
Sarah Rae Zarenana

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

FACULTY

Wendy E. Huddleston, PT, PhD – Program Director
Stephanie J. Schrader, PT, DPT – Director of Clinical Education
Renee Mazurek, PT, DPT – Academic Coordinator of Clinical Education
Carlynn A. Alt, PT, PhD
Caitlyn Anderson, PT, DPT, NCS, GCS
Ann Dietrich, PT, MS, DPT
Kyle T. Ebersole, PhD, LAT
Victoria A. Moerchen, PT, PhD
Antoinette Spector, PT, DPT, PhD

Candidates for the degree Doctor of Physical Therapy:

James Daniel Behnke
Tanner James Buenzli
Jessica Noelle Burke
John Robert Caron
Andie Elizabeth Catterson
Connor Steven Claus
Chloe Jean Couves
Christine Eble
Haley Elizabeth Egan
Luke Simon Franke
Emily Anne Gauger
Madison Eva Glunn
Michael Norman Hegewald
Aubrey Nicole Krah
Katharine Lee McIlwraith
Emilee Angelina Miller
Jami Mae Miller
Trevor Jacob Palm
Joseph David Roehrkassee
Gabriel Gerald Serafin
Ryan John Smilanich
Amy Leigh Sutheimer
Andrew Joseph Telschow
Preston Wayne Witt
EDUCATION SPECIALIST

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Jason Puskar
Interim Dean of the Graduate School

EDUCATION SPECIALIST DEGREE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY

Bess Hannah Aronoff
Jacob Stephen Balaskovits
Jack Difino
Katie Anne Donner
Steven Anthony Erdmann
Patrick Anthony Frankenthal
Taylor Anne Harris
Blair Cotter Kennedy
Jennifer Lynette Kocan
Alixandria Marie Koenig
Grant Michael Messman
Madeleine Michal
Edward Ronald Molenda Jr
Lauren Elizabeth Orszula
Rachael Smits
Rachel Marylyn Wilberg
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Jason Puskar
Interim Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ARCHITECTURE/URBAN PLANNING
Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning
Jordan Samuel Walia

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science
Cody J Dei

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & CRIMINOLOGY/SOCIAL WORK
Master of Science and Master of Social Work
Hannah Elizabeth Euting
Sophia Jean Korpal
Abby Lynn Mindham

ENGLISH/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library Information Science
Abigail Marie Springsteen

HISTORY/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library Information Science
Katherine Layton Bischof

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/MUSIC
Master of Library Information Science and Master of Music
Bernadette Patricia Gonzalez

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/URBAN STUDIES
Master of Library Information Science and Master of Science
Madeline Grace Brenner

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION/URBAN PLANNING
Master of Public Administration and Master of Urban Planning
Bryan Walter

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Lena Ali
Sade Renee Burks
Kayla Ann Marie Diamond
Naomy Mary Garcia Ortiz
Andrea Noelle Garrity
Asmina Ali Khan
Dunya Aziz Khoury
Sophia Kim
Andrea Ann Knope
Wansheba Giavonni Lawal
Maiyer X Lee
Kelly Colleen Maass
Jill Lynn Ritzman
Chineva Letecia Smith
Allison Wietecha

ANTHROPOLOGY
Master of Science
Morgan Elizabeth Forbush
Jordan Lynne Fourshee
Rebekah Joy Ganskemer
Sydne Johnson
Sayema Khatun
Luke Jacob Konkol
Armando Jorge Manresa
Joann Elizabeth Pfeiffer
Cody Zachary Schumacher
Rachel Charlette Strohl

ARCHITECTURE
Master of Architecture

Master of Science
Alexandrea Hope Bence
Margaret Mette Bergquist
Ryan Nicholas Bourland
Natalie Annette Campbell
Kelsey Rose Dettmann
John Murray Everitt
Gordon Drummer Goetz
Bridget Mary Murphy Greuel
Kelly Ann Iacobazzi
Aleksander Richard Jenig
Travis Cole Lahr
Alexis Bailey Meyer
Eric J Nofsinger
Gabrielle Marie Norton
John O’Malley
Andrew James Tyner Rexrode
RoseMarie Ann Winger
Erin Elizabeth Yahnke

ART HISTORY
Master of Arts
Emily Rose Hankins
ART
Master of Fine Arts
Rachel Andrea Davis
Arielle Christine Romano
Jessicaanne Celeste Skierski
Stephen Andrew Wetter

ATHLETIC TRAINING
Master of Science
Angelo Joseph Colantonio
Austen James Eppen
Christopher Royce Jones Jr
Mari Catherine Mathers
Amber Marie McNulty
Claire Francis-Mo Meyer
Kensington Marie Naze
Rebecca Robin Oszewski
Jared Elijah Traver
Nathan Ryan Webber

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
Master of Science
Lillie Marie Farrell
Victoria Austin Lang

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Miliya Ansad
Allison Marie Driskill
Samuel Edwin Engel
Sierra Noelle Wachala
James Christian Welty

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Knisha Michelle Boswell
Melinda Ann Kusters
Annamarie Grace Lofald
Hayley Perusek
Miquela Ann Santoro
Shelby Ann Shuster
Reiner Johannes Sokolies

BIOSTATISTICS
Master of Science
Ryan Dygert Conrardy

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration
Tahmina Akter
Mitchell Anderson
Johnnie Austin
Jordan Michael Backes
Michael John Baumann
Adnaan M Beg
Steven Joseph Bessler
Nicole Marie Boehler
Erica Rae Curry
Sarah Akram Dukwar
Jessica Ashley Degroot
James Paul Dennison
Cordero Robert Espinoza
Joshua Adam Evers
Amelia Faist
Bailey Ann Finnegan
Samuel Hunter Fish
Brandon Michael Flores
Kelly Patrick Floyd
Ian Timothy Gerrity
Benjamin Thomas Giese
Abigail Bridget Hernandez
Jason Michael Holdesberg
Ellyn Maia Hurtado
Katherine Lorraine Inman
Jacob Thomas Janowski
Thomas Andrew Johnson
Michelle Ann Kass
Braxton Joseph Keil
Marina Khan
Jennifer Charlotte Lesniewski
Kaitlin Nicole Ma
Zora Emily Martin
Claire Safrit McMahon
Cole Thomas Pavarotti Meller
Simon Andres Molina
Daniel Thomas Moore
Brian Andrew Morris
Mathis Dean Murphy
Ty Christian Olejnik
Natalee Marie Oviaginele
Erica Faith Paucek
Taylor James Petrauski
Rachel Dianne Phillipotts
Dylan Michael Piccolo
Spencer Thomas Rich
Stephanie Salazar
Kimberly Ann Sasse
Stephanie Emma Schefsky
Mackenzie Margaret Schill
Mark Daniel Schlieder
McKaela Nicole Schmelzer
Alexus Smith
Miroslav Stojanovic
Jennifer Louise Szedziewski
John Thomas Thelen
Michael Toms
Breann Caitlin Trester
Paul Andrew Turner
Jacob T Wierzbinski
Brett Michael Wittchow
Sabrina Marianne Wolf
Susan Marie Wozny
Jaime Lynn Zillmer

CINEMATIC ARTS
Master of Fine Arts
Daniel David Black
Jordan Bunker Brazo
Andrea Lynne Hart
Sarah Jane Lawton
Sara Renee Sowell
Gregory Angelo
Eltonio-Thomas II

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
Master of Science
Mialee Jean Ambrose
Nicole Marie Auchter
Linsey Renee Bailey
Justina Jade Chin
Brea Lynn Falstad
Mykalea Christine Gonzalez
Meghan Elizabeth Joyner
Elizabeth Ellen Killian
Stefanie Alaina Marvin
Angela Nicole Marx
Alexis Marie Nelson
Alyssa Lynn Oldenburg
Katie Nicole Olejnik
Abigail Irene Olsen
Brittany Lynneae Panten
Brooke Marie Stasney
Amara Catherine Tang
Hannah Renee Toland
Sydney Rose Weiss
Michelle Sandra Zancanaro
Haley Zwiefka
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATION</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Emily Adkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emily Rebecca Gerlikovski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quincie Marie Weber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rachel Lynn Zawicki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTER SCIENCE</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Fawzieh Adnan Assad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eric Michael Augustine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shelby Winston Boodoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deepti Gorantla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lekhya Lalitha Grandhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Karl William Holten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Manivakul Kanamarlapudi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel-Neumann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tejasree Noothalapati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yi Ren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gopi Vadlapati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIMINAL JUSTICE &amp; CRIMINOLOGY</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Bree Ann Bzdawka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Domenic Malik De Fiore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hailey Payton Gallagher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ruben Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew James Grever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cian Vincent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Macdonald-Milewski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ryan Thomas Rasmussen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jayden Ann Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rafael Trinidad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND EDUCATION</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Cheryl Bledsoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Samantha Gail Ree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>De Forest-Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lisa Ann Rozell Eaton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James William Hilgenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ana Lariza Hoffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zoe Erin Lord</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jada Lee Nyankson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Camille Patricia Parra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Julie Catherine Schneider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lincoln Wieseman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Ashley Jacqueline Miner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Melissa Erin Beihoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aaron John Bonogofsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kathleen Lauren Drozd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer Lynn Fassbender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alyssa Beth Galicia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ashley Nicole Goeb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alissa Jane Hansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deanna Michelle Hawk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Michelle Esther Holeva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Ellen Hynes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nikia Shanell Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Kubly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amanda Haley Lavin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sally Marie Losinske</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Erica Jane Lutz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tracy Marie Lynch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Erin Macaskill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Kelly McHugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cynthia Navarro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mercy Ndon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jamie Lynn Prestosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Julie Margaret Schirpke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cheree C Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer Nicole Slaughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mallory Jeau Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>David Thomas Stanchfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Michelle Ann Stephan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrea Nicole Velazquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANCE</td>
<td>Master of Fine Arts</td>
<td>Jennifer Claire Barreca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Jean Ha Sen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yi-Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Karlies Kelley Vedula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mariah Alexandria Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rachel Lee Whiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Esrom Pethambar Williams Jr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECONOMICS</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td>Henrike Alm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Jay Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sasa Filipovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander Habboubi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sijian Jin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dalila Karic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Paige Elizabeth Barger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Renee Ann Barthel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Camren Douglas Bento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lisa Marie Biertzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stephanie Claire Birr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clayton Richard Burt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gretchen Lynn Caldwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tanya Joy Cass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Denelle Marie Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Juan Corral Jr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alexandra Covert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elissa Katherine Daniel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cheyenne Casey-Rae Duckert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander J. Eidman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kristen Michele Ekiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Isha Hammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alex Joseph Hietpas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Hovorka Sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hollister Linsey Jefferson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Britanny Becerra Kirby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kaitlin Elizabeth Kyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mackenzie Elizabeth Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jacob Anthony Thomas-Lindstrand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Richard W Meyer II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Courtney Marie Nachreiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Rae Nitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Madeline E Noorlander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ian Mayer Roudebus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Lee Rutowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lexana Marie Rutz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sabrina Nicole Stephens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jordan Elizabeth Tokarski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shane Michael Woodruff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ka Bau Xiong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGINEERING</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
<td>Meet Devang Adesara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Osama Ali Barakat Aljarrah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Lauren Alyssa Andrews
Esteban Miguel Camacho
Sahithi Chatradi
Ming Jen Chen
Anna Daniel Fuentes
Jingkai Ding
Nicholas Joseph Giovannetti
Bryn Marie Glennon
Louie William Hawkins
Eike Marten Hillrichs
Ke Hsuan Hsu
Gabriel Tal Jacobs
Dan Jiao
William Joseph Koebel
Mark James Komar
Roberto Urbano Lopez
Preet Parag Modi
Cassidy Jo Murphy
Talha Naseer
Patrick Joseph Quinlan
Melissa Kathryn Schussman
Anthony William Seefeldt
Dalton Joseph Sendelbach
Alisha Shaikh
Matthew Gregory Sorge
Benjamin Matthew Stark
Anita Vuchkovska
Yu Chiang Wang
Siow Choong Yip
Ho Kuan Yu
Hongzhen Zhang

ENGLISH
Master of Arts
Spencer Stevenson Creal
Benjamin Alexander Dalton
Wesley Blake Edens
Anna Elizabeth Edwards
Allison Leah Farrell
Emma Katherine Knickelbine
Khaila Danielle Miles-Semons
Anna Elina Pajunen
Carmelle Anne Yeager
Rachel R Zembrowski

FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science
John David Benda
Richard Lee Dubois
Christopher Nathan Dwyer
Emma Li Gilbertson
Adam John Jeschke
Dominic Mario Marr
Brigid Coleen Marie Meyers
Ian Michael Nebendahl
Elexius Kaitlyn Passante
James Thomas Romano
Francesca Sanchez
Peter Glenn Schumann
Nathan James Schwartz
Andrew Michael Shep

GEOGRAPHY
Master of Science
Jonathan Noah Adsit
Rachel Hannah Hansen
Catherine Patricia Heady
Paul Lee
Colin James Pitman

GEOSCIENCES
Master of Science
Zachary Daniel Henderson
Kendyl Nicole Hoss
Kayla Patricia Kopinski
Allison Raeann Kusick
Devin Levang
Cullen Edward Meurer
Ruth Margaret Ntabala
Jacob James Potter
Eric Lane Schuermann

HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS
Master of Science
Sneha Chennupati
Sridevi Ernala
Nahana Reddy Kasireddy
Sai Tanvija Kodela
Pranaya Kotha
Kenneth Joseph Kusmierk
Nikhil Kumar Kyamaji
Sravanthi Mahadevu

Monika Marripudi
Abhinay Muthyala
Madhumita Ravikumar
Simran Kaur Sethi

HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Master of Healthcare Administration
Michael Mina Armanious
Joshua James Barrett
Heather Jean Bartelt
Lian Elizabeth Brenner
Victor Eduardo Hernandez
Jefferson Daniel Killian
James Edward Konkel
Emma Rose Langer
Kaying Lor
Erica Martin
Brooke Michel
Geetanjali Modgil
Aimen Naveed
Joseph Clinton Osborne II
Kellie Marie Resnick
Matthew Thomas Ryan
Sarah Maeda Steinert
Megan Xiong

HISTORY
Master of Arts
Keziah Maliah Bland
Emily Noelle Demler
Sarah Elizabeth Finn
Krisenda Joann Henderson
Daniel Louis Koehler
Elizabeth M Loomer
Aaron Anthony Meyer
Benjamin Bast Schultz
Michael Loren Shumway
David Zeh

HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS
Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations
Katerina Nectaria Ekonomou
Deanna Lynn Hill
Andrew Allen Stark
Nicole Thompson
Eric Latrell Waller
INFORMATION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science
Armani Bourgeois Davis
Joseph J Fransee
Taylor Dewayne Henderson
Jet F Her
John Hutchinson
Mason Pearson
Michelle Sooklee Reistad
Michael Paul Sippy
Nicholas James Stugelmayer
Alexander John Suchon
Crispin Torboonsitikorn
Shuchi Wadhwa

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Master of Science
Rama Swamy Chowdary-Avula
Kiranpal Kaur Bajwa
Sai Sourabh Burgula
Parth Dogra
Vijayakala V Kollurmath
Boniface M Osunkwo
Daniel Thomas Reyburn
Snehal Dnyaneshwar Sase
Nayana Shetty
Apeksha Sreedhar
Nikhil Sunku

KINESIOLOGY
Master of Science
Bryce Andrew Hellenbrand
Kaitlyn Eileen Hickey
Ian Anthony Karpinski

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION
Master of Arts
Ashley Marie De La Paz
Anna Vanessa Dillig-Novakovic

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Library and Information Science
Stephanie Lynn Becker
Laura Michelle Bowman
Genevieve Colleen Brakob
Christine Maurer Call
Thomas Joseph Carter
Elizabeth Anne Considine
Ariel Nicole Cook
Jenna Rae Diedrich
Caitlin Vincent Dugas
Allison Kalani Eckberg
James Richard Eernisse
Sydney Alexis Erickson
James Robert Evans
Sarah Rose Finch
Jessica Lynn Gliniecki
Destiny Hamblin
Mai Blia Her
Madeleine Erin Virginia-Jordan
Jason Michael Kamuit
Stephanie Elizabeth Koenig
Samuel Clifford Krasny
Andrew Collin Kristensen
Nicholas Bradford Lee
Andrea Felice Lipski
David Edward Lopour
Emily Rae Maccari
Christine Lauren McNamara
Conal Morgan McNamara
Tara Kristin Meads
Lucile Goddard Mentkowski
Lesley Rice Montgomery
Emily Grace Morrison
Sean Clayton O'Toole
Karianne Jacobelyn Prange
Karina Panlilio Quinones
Victoria Lynn Staedt
Robin Lynn Stark
Jennifer Anne Rose-Stauffacher
Hunter William Swanson
Montana Marie Thompson
Lesli Vohwinkel
Emily Gail Wawer
Jordan William Westphal
Jayme Nichole Whittlow
Shoua Yang

LINGUISTICS
Master of Arts
Fatima Zohra Beldaha
Kathryn Nicole Rebecca-Ludmer
Andrew Jack Miller

MANAGEMENT
Master of Science
Rebecca Geralyn Barr
Taylor Nicole Betz
Mason Henry Brethouwer
Joshua Thomas Campbell
Jacob Thomas Diny
Kayla Brooke Dollar
Joshua James Dombroski
Alaina Marguerite Fritz
Joshua Thomas Gillis
Stephanie Margaret Gnadt
Morgan Elizabeth Goebel
Keandre Montrell Gordon
Zachary Joel Hansen
Sarah Hohlme
Mitchell Austin Jensen
Myung Sun Kim
Nathan Allan Klein
Derek James Kochnowicz
Josh Matthew Lawry
Jaskarn Singh Mann
Allison Joan Mitchell
Ian Michael Murphy
William B Navig
Ebunoluwa Emmanuel-Oluwatosin
John Paul Rhiner
Ramone Alejandro Rocha
Michael John Schubring
Paige Catherine Schulze
Craig Michael Schumacher
Gwendolyn Jean Schwedersky
Alex Peter Shaw
Madeline Claire Sobojinski
Abigail Christine Stone
Mitchell David Straub
Mitchell Reid Swanson
Cole Adam Vale
Miranda Isabelle White
Nicole Marie Wiske
MATHEMATICS  
*Master of Science*

Azia Amani Barner  
Kam Chuen Chan  
William Quentin Erickson  
Noah William Graff  
Jan Christopher Gruenenwald  
Liam Jemison  
Timon Sebastian Kramer  
Rishi Mohan Pawar  
Mark Thomas Schauf  
David Noel Violette  
Megan Elizabeth Whitehead

MEDIA STUDIES  
*Master of Arts*

Samuel Wisneski

MUSIC  
*Master of Music*

William Lennon Akers  
Rosalie Marie Avery  
Matthew Alan Beecher  
Grace Elianna Betry  
Logan Aleksander Ebert-Briscoe  
Kanghee Choi  
Ashley Gutting  
Lawton Gregory Hall  
John Henry Hallman  
Bradley Francis Hartney  
Oufeifei Hu  
Grace Y Kim  
Leesark Lee  
Way Lee  
Daniel Rymer Leedy  
Mitchell Ryan Manlapig  
Katherine Sue Messer  
Jena Louise Nahnsen  
Nicholas Andrew Ortiz  
Katelyn Helen Peterson  
Kathryn Grace Radiske  
Jennifer Ann Rodriguez  
Julia Filer Rossi  
Ramiro Rubio  
Carly Samantha Siegel  
Jennifer Marie Trotnow

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP  
*Master of Science*

Charlotte Bouchard Patterson  
Elizabeth Antoinette Taylor  
Mattisson Francis Voell

NURSING  
*Master of Science*

Kathleen Carol Marie Foley  
Delfina Concepcion Garay  
Jennifer Ann Gerhard  
Brittany Anne Grafton  
Mackenzie Victoria Hall  
Nicole Kathleen Heinz  
Adam James Heitzmann  
Heather LaRhonda Herring  
Amanda Sara Kuspa  
Elizabeth Nicole Lanum  
Cydni Jocelyn  
Simone-McMillian  
Klaudia Angelika Pajak  
Michelle Elizabeth Perronne  
Adela Raicu  
Kalley Russo  
Molly Grace Sauve  
Ross Adam Sobotta  
Amanda Michelle Thoren  
Laura Ann Wozniak

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY  
*Master of Science*

Jessie Lynn Harder  
Sarah Jane Nesbit

PHILOSOPHY  
*Master of Arts*

Yasmin Aydemir  
Felix Alberto Benzant  
Jazlyn Teneil Cartaya  
Kenneth Bruce Galbraith  
Prescott Christensen Jackson  
Lucas Joshua Johnston  
Aaron Alexander Kruk  
Selim Utku Ogu  
Barbara Jeanette Walkowiak

POLITICAL SCIENCE  
*Master of Arts*

Aleksander Paul Henson  
Cassidy Jeann Welch

PSYCHOLOGY  
*Master of Science*

Bryce Alec Arseneau  
Lauren Grocott  
Benjamin Katz  
Cyla O’Hair  
Elizabeth Ashley Stinson  
Julia Barbara Tager  
Broiana Nicole Young

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION  
*Master of Public Administration*

Adam Micheal Christensen  
Alexandria Patricia Gerschwiler  
James Albert Halverson  
Bryce William Kitzman  
Paul Desota Mackey  
Ia Moua  
Michelle Ellen Rotchadl  
Daniel Thomas Leon Schindler

PUBLIC HEALTH  
*Master of Public Health*

Tanya Carol Bohacheff  
Melanie Rae Brooks  
Matthew Robert Bye  
Joy Denise Evans  
Marina Grace Feffer  
Hannah Christine Gams  
Brandi Jeanice Greeno  
Aimee Lynn Haese  
Kelsey Anne Kannenberg  
Kendra Renee Krebsbach  
Alexa Claire Lipusch  
Abriana Marie Luther  
Sivani Manchu  
Joseph Murphy McMahon  
Sabrina Aileen Painter  
Claire Elizabeth Piechowski  
Claire Therese Prieto  
Reilly Lillian Pruitt  
Gabrielle Rigden  
Laura Mary Rollin  
Bradley Allan Hyun Soo Rutter
continued

PUBLIC HEALTH

Heather Marie Saucedo
Samuel Kenneth Schuette
Kailey Anne Taebel
Linda Kalia Vang
Shoua Vang
Mary Lois Wienkers
Austin John Wood

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work

Natali Monique Aranda
Latrice Rochelle Barbee
Nicole Terese Barnes
Kristen Jean Bennett
Samantha Jean Beran
Eva Pascal Bloom
Olivia Grace Bohnert
Anne Marshall Bradford
Kitty Yajaira Cortez Brin
Darby Lynn Buisker
Deidra Renee Cole
Laura Elisabeth Crave
Katie Jo Crull
Lucas Elliot De Smet
Valerie Elizabeth Esser
Erin Rose Flora
Christina Laree Foerster
Elexsis A Graves
Isabel Alicia Guerrero
Mia Grazia Guido
Calvin Stanley Hanson
Erin Rusy Harkin
Kelah Forest Hatcher
Shantell Henderson
Dawn Marie Herbert
Melissa Dawn Hoel
Hannah Jeansonne
Taryn L Jennings
Jazzmin Alexis Johnson
Emily Margaret Kerr
Hailey Anne Kertscher
Brooke Nicole Krumbiegel
Melissa MaryJean Lameer
Kelly Renee Levenhagen
Evan Eric Liebetrau
Nicole Rene Lindemann
Taylor Kasia Luebbe
Ash Vincent Lyke
Alexis Marie Malkusak
Allison Lin Martinelli
Maria J Matos
Larissa Lucia Mendoza Nass
Detra Mitchell
Rukhemaryam Saleem Mughal
Samantha Nelson-Zirzow
Taylor Marie Raymond
Kayla Mary Lois Rearden
Callie Ann Renner
Rachel Christine Rink
Carrie Frances Robinson
Josh Kaleb Rosenbloom
Alexis Rose Sevedge
Mallory Beth Shimek
Mariah Renee Smith
Jillian Mariah Stacey
Johnisha Stanton
Erika Vega
Alexandria Grace Vieth
Sara Marie Vogel
Kashala Desarah Watkins
Jenna Brielle Welch
Stacy Xiong

SOCIOLOGY
Master of Arts

Boci Meng
Peyton Alexander Norman
Jewels Juhee Park
Felipe Reyes
Brian Jason Thomas
Reggie Jeremias Wynn

SPANISH
Master of Arts

James W Czerwinski
Lauren Marie Dunn
Jose Raul Gonzalez Ruiz
Sara Babicky Griffith

SUSTAINABLE PEACEBUILDING
Master of Sustainable Peacebuilding

Jeremy Eugene McClain

TEACHING OF ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES AND APPLIED LINGUISTICS
Master of Arts

Abby Rae Jefferson
Hannah Ike Renee Steiner

URBAN DESIGN
Master of Urban Design

Erin Rockwell Seaverson

URBAN PLANNING
Master of Urban Planning

Kaci Nicole Crowley
Will Myron Fenner
Grace Elizabeth Gent
Miranda Grace McCall
Elias Dimitri Vareldzis

URBAN STUDIES
Master of Science

Madeline O’drea Fruehe
Joseph Ryan Moore
Melissa Ashley Ulrich
Emily Anna Yates
BACHELOR’S DEGREES

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING
Interim Dean Nancy Frank
Bachelor of Science
Fatimah Abdul Manan
Yasmeen Wael Amer
Peter Kristian Ankerberg*
Lauren Bauman
Hannah Marie Bishop
Scott Alan Bohm*
Larry Allen Brown Jr
Michael Noah Carrasquillo
Kyle William Cary*
Isabel Castro*
Samantha Chomycia
Max James Driftmier*
Joseph Claude Duschene*
Bescent Ahmed Ebeid*
Kenneth Cooper Eckardt
Jacob Wyatt Ellsworth
Melissa Marie Fischer
Noel Flores Delgado*
Anna Elizabeth Ganser*
Ashley Anne Marie Gosse*
Ava Christine Greeley
Patrick Daniel Groh*
Heather Charyn Gruber
Nicholas Hedlund*
Grant Micheal Heimerdinger*
John Hess*
Nathan James Hirt
Logan Hoepner
Lauren Elise Jake
Hytham Jaraba
Erika Nicole Kisting*
Teresa Marie Klopp*
Joshua Bentley Koch*
Jessi Leigh Krake
Natalie Ann Kuehl*
Maritza Lazcano
Julia Marie Lederer*
Eli Watson Lingle*
Luis Adolfo Lopez
Ramiro Daniel Lopez
Sofia Alvina Lopez*
Ian David Luecht
VICTOR HUGO MARTINEZ
YASMIN HANNAH BATRISIA
MOHD-SUHAILIN
WALTER JOSEPH MORAN
AARON ANTHONY NELSON
BENJAMIN ROBERT PETERSON
JARED ALLEN PIE
JACOB DAVID PULLARA
CALVIN PATRICK RADKA
ALEJANDRO ALBERTO RICART
ISAIAH SAMUEL RIVERA*
ALEXANDER JAMES ROSNO
CAMILO ANDRES SAUCEDA*
CALVIN FREDERICK ADDISON SNYDER
MORGAN JOANN STRUCK*
JORDYN SUFKA
JONATHAN WILLIAM TEW*
MACI TIMM
ALEXANDER MICHAEL TREGO*
JESSICA M VAN DYCK*
RYAN ROBERT VANWILLIGEN
RACHEL JOY VARGHES *
ANDRES ENRIQUE VELAZQUEZ
TIMOTHY VILLWOCK
JOHANN CHRISTIAN VON WEISS
ANASTASIA JADE WAND*
TIANA NA SHAY WARE
ZACHARY SCOTT WENDT*
LUIS CARLOS YLIZALITURRI-FERNANDEZ
DONGMIN YUN
BRANDON MATTHEW ZOLL

*Awarded Commencement Honors

PAUL PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Interim Dean Kevin Hartman
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts
Makayla Marie Adams
Lynnia Therese Alden
Nadia Abdel-Karim Ahmad Al-Khun*
Valeria Monserrat Arteaga
Gabriel Chan Barden
Thomas Edward Barrett
Karina Nicole Battistini*
Marina Alta Baumann
Laura Becker
Maria Frances Beilke*
Meghan Berger*
Hannaan Essence Bilal
Elliott Michael Blackburn
Stuart Alexander Blue
Reagan Marie Boland*
Luke Earl Braker
Jack Dalton Brandt*
Ashley Ann Burley
Alyssa Tamara Burns*
Daniel Miles Campbell
Samuel Richard Catral
Alexandra Jean Cimler
Heather Ann Clark*
Luca Joseph Clescerci*
Carly Mya Coldren
Cole Alexander Coplan
Clare Siobhan Curran*
Mich Patrick Dillon
Alexandra Kay Dougherty*
Tayler Drew
Hailey Ann Droessler*
Haley Lynn Ehn*
Anna Emerson*
Abbie Kathrine Esterline*
Anastasia Esther
Ava Breanna Ferrier*
Isabelle Flores*
Rachel Lucy Foster*
Gretchen Margaret Froelich*
Anna Marie Galuppo*
Nicole Lynn Gamroth*
Ashley Ray Garcia*
Sienna Dawn Garrett*
Benjamin William Gienke
Chase Michael Gilbertson*
Katelin Sara Gilchrist*
Allison Grace Gleesing*
Zoe Mei Glise*
Terrance Corwin Gordon*
Bailey Amanda Graunke*
Marshall Ian Graye
Peter Lawrence Green
Emily Louise Grewe
Madison O Guzman*
Ava Camille Hager*
Joseph Henry Hamedan*
Sean Hennessee*  
Collin Timothy Hickey  
Taylor Huber*  
Isabelle M Hughes  
Matthew Edward Jackson*  
Erika Lauren Jacobsen*  
Jill Kachmar*  
Krystian Mateusz Kalinowski  
Ava Charlese Kanthack*  
Matthew John Katz*  
Evan Edward Kay  
Kelly Siriporn Khamphouy  
Adlai Ha Lan Lynch Kim  
Bailey Jean Kissack  
William Patrick Klingsporn Jr  
Miranda Erin Kobs  
Paul Pao Kong  
Owen Konkol*  
Nolan Grant Kozlovsky  
Thomas Mitchell Krajna*  
MacKenzie Elizabeth Kressin  
Emma Rose Kropidowski*  
Jack Wesley Krugman  
Kimberly Ruth Laberge*  
Stone Thomas LaPorte  
Jaden Nicole Larsen*  
Michael James Leffler  
Jackson Bennett Libowsky  
Kirby Anne Lichon  
Jessica Taylor Llanas  
Cecelia Alice Loeschmann*  
Madison Lou Loppnow  
Zoe Jasmine Lucas  
Jessica Lynn Lueck*  
Samuel Lawrence Luft  
Austin Wong Ly*  
Rachel Malehorn*  
Isabel Jayne Mancl*  
Cheyenne Winter Manning  
Cassidy Ann Mayhall*  
Mizuleyka Mccarthy*  
Christine Sydney McElligott*  
Sarah Jane Melcher*  
Margaret Elise Miller*  
Lucas Alexander Modzelewski*  
Zachary Jacob Moen  
William Justice Mueller  
Catherine Lin Murray*  
Zachary Merlyn Nelson*  
Austin Tyler Nidaea*  
Karen Nowodzelski  

John Patrick O’Shea*  
Olivia Faith Overend*  
Reanna Grace Panlilio*  
Garrett David Parker*  
Aaron Jeffrey Peifer*  
Stefano Peralma*  
Andrew Mosby Perry  
Daniel James Persino*  
Joseph D Pethan  
Gregory Alexander Picard*  
Evan James Carlos Pinkham*  
Abby Lorraine Pipho*  
Natalie Jess Plautz  
Grant Thomas Polifka*  
Tiffany Rose Polzin*  
Kevin Robert Przybylinski  
Tanya Cynthia Puebla Ibarra*  
Adilene Quezada  
Lori Lyn Quigley  
Faith E Rae*  
Isabelle Rashkin*  
Kate Alexandra Reichl  
Marina Christine Reifenrath*  
Nataly Mackensie Rice*  
Emma Marie Riedlinger*  
Kaitlin Roberson  
DeAnna M Robinson  
Samuel Kristian Rogers  
Kaitlyn Marie Ronzka  
Augustin Rowe  
Rhiannon Clayton Ruffner*  
Brittany Emma Rusch*  
Benjamin Michael Russano*  
Frances Virginia Sayner  
Lauren Julia Schenk*  
Kathryn Rose Schneider*  
Megan Holly Schoowerer*  
Carolyn Giulia Sera*  
Olivia Hope Sherman*  
Madison Alese Snorek  
Christopher Spears  
Naomi Ruth Spotts  
Madeleine James Stadel  
Tabetha Lorraine Steege  
Nicholas John Stewart  
Cecelia Ann Stocker*  
Therese Marie Strandt*  
Elizabeth Roxanne Strange*  
Garrett Benjamin Strother*  
Olivia Ann Tharpgeorge*  
John Daniel Thomas III  
Corey Antwon Thornton Jr  
Jasmine Uras*  
Nicole Therese Utecht*  
Lizbeth Vallejo  
Trisha Claire Van Handel*  
Timothy Xyoob Vang  
Gina Joelle Viola*  
Jean Virtue  
Alanis Faye Wagner*  
Olivia Wall*  
Mackenzie Marie Walla*  
Natalie Rachael Wallace*  
Lauren Marie Westfahl  
ciara whaley  
Alberto Tomasson  
Metheny-Whitmer*  
Mary Kiersten Widener*  
Whitney Nicole Wierzbinski  
Grace Ann Winkel*  
Anna Joyce Wisniewski*  
Jordan Sophia Witek  
Emily Elaine Wollner*  
Victoria Wozniak  
Deng Xiong  
Nkaujoua Xiong*  
Carly June Yanoff*  
Hope Lillian Zimmermann*  
Chaz Ian Zombolas  
Rachel Zumstein

SHELdon B. Lubar  
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS  
Dean Kaushal Chari  
Bachelor of Business  
Administration

David James Adair  
Keith Joseph Adamkiewicz*  
Adea Agolli*  
Kamsolufechi Dabere Agu  
Edwin Felipe Aguirre Herrera  
Oluwatoyosi Akinyemi  
Ibrahim Salman Al Radhwan  
Max Brian Alcantara-Hernandez  
David Deems Aleckson  
Osama Mohammed  
M-Alhossiny  
Joshua Jacob Allen  
Abdulmajeed Abdullah  
M-Althobaiti  
Nina Michele Amidei*  

*Awarded Commencement Honors
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SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Devin Daniel Anderson*
McLaren Anderson
Emmett Ian Anleitner
Sorano Arai*
Allyson Archambo
Yesenia Abigail Ardon
Kaelyn Renee Arlt
Matthew Joseph Artone
Rebecca Lura Asby*
Mohammad Adnan Assad
Mohammad Adnan Atshan*
Diana Marie Aveni
Shawn Michael Azcuetta
Lorenzo Xavier Babbo
Jessica Elizabeth Bach
Yehun Bae*
Thomas John Balicki
Bailee Marie Ban
Connor Charles Bandt
Rachel Nicole Bane
Ciana Jade Barkow
Elizabith Ruth Barnett
Matheus Jose Fernandes Barros
Alison Kathleen Barth*
Tara L Bartlett
Thomas Patrick Bartz
Gregory Taylor Baxa
Andy Paul Beatty Jr
Meghan Marie Beaulieu
Nicholas James BeBow
Broiana Sarahi Becerra
Brady David Beck
Chana Bekker
Jade Ericka Bellairs*
Diego Jesus Beltran
Amina Bendriss
Jon Erwin Bensemann*
Christian Drew Bergmann
Megan Elizabeth Bergmann*
Nicholas Roger Bichler
Natalie Boelter*
Olivia Anne Bogan*
Jayden Michele Bogner
Devon Borrion
Adam David Bruggink*
Jenna Rae Bryden*
Ryan Christopher Buckley*

Mitchell Todd Burkart
Patrick Harvey Burrell Jr
Cash James Callen
Anthony Camacho
Brianna Jaylin Canales*
Daniel John Capozzi
Parker Carlsen
Ryan James Carperos
Saul Esteban Carranza
Devon Michael Casper
Haley Francine Castellari
Riley Skott Cavanaugh*
Matthew William Cecchini*
Katy Celestino Lopez
Kleja Marjia Cerniauskaite
Joannah Hli Chang
Mitchell Thomas Chanter*
Alyssa Marie Chao
Robert William Chartier
Vincent Michael Chiesa*
Destiny Childs
Emily Suzanne Christensen
Robert Joseph Clark*
Brandon Jon Clausen
Lucas Andrew Cledenning
Jace Roger Cole*
Ann E Collins
Ryan Michael Conaway
Amanda Melissa Connolly*
Tyler Jeffrey Crabtree
Madison Alyse Crawford
Jarod Horner Cundy
Gavin Michael Curtin
Caylynn Celeste Cutler
Onisha Lika Dale*
Brett Matthew Darin
Monique Lily de Vries
Avery Marie DeBoer*
Sullivan Grady DeCramer*
Frank Joseph DeJulio Jr
Jenna Marie Delatte*
Jossiel Arey Delgado Reyes*
Alyssa Louise Derpinghaus*
Ryan Blaze Detra
Nathan Michael DeYoung
Aurandeep Singh Dhillon
Patrick John Dietzman
Joshua Samuel Dilbeck
Sean Doerge*
Jeremy Ray Doering
Hunter Scott Dorow*
Jared William Dougherty
Johnathan Allen Dreyfus
Andrew Elvis DuChateau
Nicholas Daniel DuChen*
Joshua Claude Duernberger
Jason Samuel Dundas
Brian Joseph Dutkowsk*
Timothy Charles Duval
Kaitlyn Adrienne Duve
Micah Daniel Dykema*
Brandon James Eckel
Adam William Ederle
Fabien Wulfran Edjou
Jakara Chalice Edwards-House
Alyssa C Eggert*
Renee Elizabeth Ehlers
Allison Rae Eldred*
Nadeen Wafa Elqaq
Khaled Jamal Elzeibagh*
Ethen James Emenecker
Victoria Endisch
Austin Michael Engler*
Akasia Reese Erickson
Arturo Jesus Esparza*
Harrison Callahan Fabian
Panagiotis Theodores-Fanopoulos
LaShonnda Fayne
Alek Charles Fedyk
Carla Isabel Ferreira*
Marisa Ann Ferling*
Andrew John Ferris*
Esmeralda Feto
Erin Elizabeth Fischer
Magdalena Rose Fisher
Aaron T Flierl*
Claire M Fox
Fordieu Francois*
Austin David Freiboth*
Korey Dalton Friederichs*
Alex Gordon Gaeth*
Mateo Elpidio Gamez
David Anthony Garcia
Nicholas William Garni
Sophia Rose Gerhards*
Keaton Patrick Gill
Julia Rose Giuffre*
Taylor Jo Glassford*
Anna Gleichauf
Austin James Glinski
Kade Michael Golden

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Natalie Claire Gomez*
Gabriella Gonzales*
Robert Isaac Gonzalez
Conner Joshua Goodman
Luke Anthony Gotsch*
Jessica Noelle Grabowski*
Michaela Louise Grabowski
Joshua L Gray
Alexander V Graziano
Gisella Carmela Greco
Davis Gibson Green
Shaniya Shaw Sahal Green
Robert Timothy Greene
Ethan Douglas Gregor
Yuvraj Grewal
Samuel Thomas Guenther
Mitchell P Haag*
Omar Isam Habib*
Kaitlin EmmaRose Hacker
Jessica Jolene Hall*
Ethan Julius Hanisko*
Kiera G Hanes
Riley Suzanne Hansen*
Joseph James Hartung*
Mohammad Hasan
Taylor Marie Hattori*
Madisyn Lynne Hayes*
Erin Heffernan
Andrei Heiberger
Isaiah James Heinemeyer
Abigail Pang Nyia Her
David Hernandez
Michelangelo Herrera Yanez
Andrew Joseph Herrera
Christopher Ryan Hillman
Nick Honerlaw
Ashley Olivia Hoster
Elen Hovhannisyan*
Volodymyr Hreshko
Benjamin Patrick Huegel
Sarah Rachel Hupp
Kyler Trent Hutchins
Hyunwoo Hwang*
Katelyn Brooke Hyde*
Luke Gregory Iding
Collin Christopher Isetts
Jacob Alexander Izard
Nicholas Robert Izu*
Gianna Nancy Izzo*
Will Joseph Jacobs
Paul Joseph Jacobson
Marlena Kathleen Janczak
Logan James Jankowski
Monica Jantz
Sarah Jensen*
Alexia Kathryn Johnson*
Wyatt Daniel Johnson*
Lainey Morgan Johnston*
Mohammad Ishaq Kaloti*
Rakesh R Karri*
Manpreet Kaur
Breally Kate Kautzer*
Taylor John Kawczynski*
Trenton John Kehrmeyer*
James Christopher Kemper
Estella M Kerhin
Jack Leo Kiel
Gaibril Donald Kieper
Christopher Eric Klempay
Nicholas Matthew Klimko
Abigail Evelyn Koenen*
Francis William Koenen*
Natalija Kokotovic
Luke Jack Komornicki
Alphia Oksana Korpela*
Sarah Lynn Krajewski*
Adam Krecak
Daniel Louis Kreis
Noah Richard Kristensen*
Kameron Matthew Krueger*
Preston Lawrence Kuehl
Lukas Kuhrt*
Joshua Jonathan Kurth
Ashley Marie Kusserow
Nicolo Alan La Loggia*
Connor Patrick Laehn
Gavin Sedric LaMar
John Ryan Lane
Grace Catherine Larscheid
Kurtis Robert Larson
Jordan Ryan Lathon
Benjamin Thomas Laurent
Drew Robert Lauterborn*
Lucas Ryan Ledgerwood
Gavin Charles Lee
Jin Hyeok Lee
Jiayi Li*
Justin Roger Liesener
Ivan Oscar Lima Diaz
Lauren Victoria Limbeck*
Kyle William Lipske
Brianna Marie Lopez*
Changmeng Lor
Tia Lor
Hannah Marie Lundwall*
Forrest James Schmitz Lynn*
Lucas Geoffrey Eugene Lyons
Angela Ray Ma
Tianshi Ma
Natalie Gigi Marie Maas
Nana Osei Mainoo
Michael Riley Mandella
Brendan Andrew Manry
Maxx Timothy Marbach
Dylan Anthony Martillaro
Marlea Ann Mastropolo
Alexis Marie Mataya-Malison
Troy Mitchell Matenaer*
Natalie Rose Matttmiller*
Grace Ellen Mayenschein
John Paul Garret McAllister*
Patrick Hugh McDonald
Steven John McConagil
Liam McIntyre
Daniel Patrick McKenna
Colin Paul McLaughlin
Finnian Morrissey McMinimy
Juan Carlos Medina
Ethan David Meisinger
Becky Lynn Mikulskey
Blake Anthony Miller
Dominic Lannon Miller
Nikki Jaye Milner*
Alexandra Mitchler*
Jack Ryan Mobley
Steven Scott Monson
Rose M Montalvo
Miguel Antonio Monteagudo
Michelle Morales
Megan Catherine Morrow
Adam Raymond Mueller*
Stephen Mujeye Jr
Alexander Jordan Muraski*
Yasmine Mustafa
Jaedan Nation
Aaron Natvig*
Keefah M Nazer
Kim Elizabeth Nelson*
Matthew Russell Nelson
Paige Elizabeth Nelson
Theresa Nhu-Nguyen Nguyen
Tuyen Huu Nguyen
Noah James Nichter*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Sean Erik Nickens
Kiley Lynn Niemeyer*
William James Noble
Kayla Rae Noller*
Jeremy Norem
Alyssa Ann Noskowski
Alexandro Manuel Nunez
Rebekah Oliver*
Alexander Trey Olson
Kristen Taylor Opiela*
Eli Joseph Orendorf
William Joseph Owen*
William Victor Palmer
Rahul Darshan Pandya
Jacob Paul Pape
Joanna Paredes Jimenez
Scott Henry Parnon
Anthony Barrie Paschal Jr
Greta Paszek
Annika Lee Patterson-Rivera
Owen Jon Patti*
Madysen Rae Paul*
Ethan Robert Pawlik
Michael Leonard Pawlowski Jr
Colten Hunter Pearson*
Derek Kyle Pennycuff*
Mayra Perez
Mayya Perova*
Kyle Jakob Perozzo
Taylor Mae Peterson
Brady Jeffrey Petrie*
Dominika Teresa Piwowarczyk*
Anthony Joespeth Poco*
Ryan Christopher Polka*
Blake Michael Posewitz*
Nicholas James Post*
Vasilios Poulos
Assante Pressley
Nicholas Otmar Rabas
Diana Karen Ramirez
Isabella Claire Ramminger*
Angela Latrice Ramsey
Dominic Bruni Rankin
Luke Douglas Rapisarda*
Jake Robert Reinhofer*
Brandon Tyler Rice*
Brady Sheeler Richert*
Eric Michael Riesner
Jasmine Monique Robinson*
Luis Valentin Roche Jr*
Cameron Wyatt Rodriguez
Matthew Randall Rogers
Jamie R Rose*
Alaina Lucille Rosenthal*
Lucas Brett Roszak
Chanda Lyn Royle*
Stephanie Ann Rozanske
Ty Michael Roznowski Jr
Alexander Clark Ruano
Bryce Micheal Rucinski-Munch
Tyler Ryan Rust*
Samuel Peter Rutkiewicz
Grant Edward Ryback*
Alexis Marie Saad
Megan Grace Safranski*
Nasir Hasan Sayed*
Samantha Alexis Salazar
Luis Miguel Sanchez
Maria Cristina Santamaria
Omar Imad Sarsour*
Eric Andrew Sawyer
Chelsea Ann Sayles
Sophia Frances Schafer*
Kaden Kenneth Schauer*
Andrew William Scheer
Lauren Marie Schlondrop
Ryan Daniel Schmitt
Ryan Matthew Schmitt
Eiley Rose Schomisch*
Esther Joy Mizaph Schorse
Tanner Frederick Schuettke
Jadin Reese Schuettelz*
Tiffani Marie Schwede
Luke Seidel*
Trevor J Seidl*
Benjamin Frank Selje
Jack Adam Semanski
Noah Steven Semmann
Deonte Tyrell Seroy
Hassan Abdralalamme-Shaaban
Grayson Greer Melan-Shadrick
Michael David Shambeau
Justice L Sheteron
Livia Sun Shi*
Eric Ryan Shields
Matthew Ernst Simonsen*
Sukhchanjeet Singh
Srivignesh Sivakumar
Donite Skinner
Mateo Oscar Soik
Benjamin Richard Solak*
Alexandra Marie Solis*
Joshua Eyasu Solomon
Jorge Soto Banda
Joseph Alexander Spaulding
Lauren Claudia Spaulding*
Samuel Spende*
Joey Frank St. Pierre
Kurt Edward Stahl Jr
Matthew Michael Stamm*
Allie Leigh Stangl
Melissa Eden Stapleton*
Jason Richard Stephens*
Glendy Elena Stollberg
Yani Su
Cole Joseph Surprenant
Meghan Alexandra Talbot
Antonio Dimas Tapia
Kayla Taylor*
Tucker Edward Teskey*
Austin Paul Tess
Trevor Steven Thiemer*
Bailey Gwen Thoenes
Jacob Dayton Thorstenson*
Harry Tice
Matthew Kincaid Tietz
Carson Lee Timberlake
Carter James Tomkins*
Aleksandar Torbica*
Mile Torbica*
Joel Torbica*
Payton Drew Trieglaff*
Mackenzie Christine True
Dionisios Gabriel Tsoutsioupolous*
Kayla Marie Tyriver Magee
Golasia Angel Vang*
Austin T Vest
Alejandra Villagran
Alexander Michael Vogt
Hope Dawn Xing Voorhies*
Crystal Voss
Der Vue*
Maichoua Vue
Samuel Alexander Wade*
Katherine Mary Walgren
Matthew Chase Walkowiak
Grayson Alexander Wallace
Zachary Michael Walljasper
Megan Rose Walstad*
Gavin Gabriel Walters

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Kayla Jane Waukau
Jordan Nicholas Weiss
Paul Desenberg Weiss
Christina Rose Wenman*
Tyler Daniel White
Amanda Lynn Wierzbka*
Daniel Osha Williams
Emma Jo Wilson
Kadeam Alonzo Wilson
Jordyn Lee Wirtz*
Joshua Matthew Wittenburg
Jarred Johnston Wolfe
Madeline Grace Worgull*
Jackson Emeron Wright
Bingran Xie*
Nhia-Kou Xiong
Pao-Lee Xiong
Peter Lor Xiong
Muajkong Yang
PaChai Kayla Yang
Quinn Lorenz Yeager*
Kathryn Jean Dominski
Lucas LaMasney Drapeau
Stephen Christopher Drena*
Syoud Eddahioui*
Eliza Mae Eiden*
Sarah Katherine Elliott*
Allison Mae Ernest*
Carina Sara Esparza*
Michelle Evans
Sara Ashley Farrell
Jerica Fehr*
Leah Rae Fenske
Charles John Fogle*
Sydney Jean Friess
Salvator Paradise Gauthier*
Hannah Rose Goad*
Brady Richard Greenwald*
Armonte Tyreese Hegwood
Hannah Rebecca Hennessy*
Nahomi Gabrielle Hernandez*
Grae O’Leary Hosmanek*
Alison Margaret Houle*
Chamieta Sharelle House-Osuya
Rose Peri Irwin*
Rashad Jakkar Ivy
Genevieve Salome-Jagodziński*
Chloe Rae Jimenez*
Jennifer Lorraine Johnson*
Mckenzie Marie Johnson
Casey Ann Jordi*
Ryan Robert Kermendy*
Cassandra Brooklynn Kienast*
Alyssa Marie Kienast
Amber Kubia
Sarah Marie Kuchar
Nichole Therese Larson
Alexandra M Laundrie
Maxwell Jacob Lerret
Kylie Ann Leverette
Taylor Ann Lindow
Miguel Angel Lozano Vazquez
Alexis Lubenske
Alison Rachel Maciejewski
Julie Anne Magiera*
Andrew William Mangun
Emily Marie Martin*
Lauren Martin
Antonette Mathis-Lownhorn
Nicholas Alexander Mazurczak
Carley McDonald
Madeline Claire McDonald
Jennifer Rae Mead*
Kelly Marie Melton*
Regan Mengel
Clarissa Danielle Merchant*
Danielle Maye Mikeska*
Frances Theresa Moe
Megan Elizabeth-Montgomery*
Charles Moutry
Casimir Eryk Mueller
Gerrit Steven Mulder
Jodi Lynn Newhauser
Sara Marie Ohlson*
Jacob Russell Orlowski*
Talise Kiwanna Owens-Hundley
Sydney Michelle Pacer*
Jacquelynn Parmley*
Kayla Marie Paul*
Melanie Rae Penner*
Ashley Jean Peppey
Madeline Lou Plantikko*
Emily Elizabeth Polinske
Michaela Powers*
Ryan Princer
Kyah Elizabeth Probst
Gina Noel Reich*
Madeline Sadie Rice*
Hanna Margaret Richter*
Derek Allen Rinehart*
Juliana Rios O’Hallorans
Kristina Jazmine Rodriguez
Sophia Grace Scaffidi
Tyler Matthew Schaeffer*
Hannah Leona Bartlett Schley*
Emma Schmick
Ryan Patrick Schmidt
Sara Jean Schmidt

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Jessica Jean Schuler*
Alexyss Nina Schulz
Kayla Grace Secraw
Rachel Ann Shawver*
Callie Celine Shelton*
Sidney Sieczkowski*
Trevonna Naisha Sims
Breydis Slinger-Sevilla
Katelyn Michelle Smith*
Madeline J Sosa*
Georgia K Spyropoulos*
Megan Elaine Steensen*
Mallory Ann Stenstrom
Catherine Elizabeth Strait*
Daniel Marc Subotnik
Caleesa Swanigan
Mikayla Beth Symanzik-Stock*
Dylan Alexander Temple*
Tamika Joanna Tupta*
Emma Frances Vaughan
Savannah Nicole Wilcox*
Shannon Michaela Wilding*
Melissa Ann Wilkinson*
Bryce Kristopher Zacharias*
Zoe Danielle Zeman*

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING &
APPLIED SCIENCE

Dean Brett A. Peters
Bachelor of Arts,
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Hashim Ali Abualraihi*
Ranya Mohammad Abuayyash
Telemachos
Panagiotis-Agoudemos*
Saleh Ahmed
Saleh Hussain Y Al Amar
Mohammad Hassan Al Rebh
Mohammed Mohsen Al-Shuyukh
Anas Aldabbeh
Zenab Ehsan Ali
Mustafa Ibrahim Almusawi
Suhailah Ibrahim Amer
John Aponte
Tova Malka Appel*

Valiantsin Auchynnikau*
Diego Eray Avila
Raphael Azueta*
Bryce Alexander Baker
Theodore J Banken*
Rayan Nizar Barakat
Charles Everett Barthel
John C Bauer
Adam John Bauknecht
Graham Christian Beebe
Mitchel Willard Behrke
Sean Francis Benson
Emilia Ann Biason*
Brinn Leighton Blum
Michael Timothy Boettcher
Dylan P Boyer
Isaac Brahml
Nathan George Brandt
Alexander Michael Brenner
Kevin Riley Broda*
Emily Ann Bromley*
Dillard Charles Browne
Thomas Alexander Brzozowski
Evan Philip Callow*
Selena Juhyu Cao
Felix Chavez-Almeda*
Lauren Nicole Chingway*
Skyler Alan Christianson*
Jacob Dexter Christopherson
Vincent Garret Coenen
Leeann Marie Collins
Samuel Conger
Sean Phillip Cramer
Nicholas Andrew Dachelet
Alison Mary Danison*
Jon David Dettmann
Brittany Elizabeth Diaz
Eric Jon Dlugopolski
Dion Doege*
William George Doherty
Diego Aldo Dominguex-Ramirez*
Austin J Dreyer*
Jacob Edward Dymond
Hunter William Edwards*
Temesgen Edwardson
Olukorede Elegbede
Charlie Regan Ellenbecker*
Jared Grayson Ellias*
Mark Enders*
Hailey Marie Enger
Dalton David Erdman
Mitchell James Farmer
Conrad Samuel Farrell*
Sana Fathima
Ethan John Fechner
Brett Sheng Wah Fong*
Paul Franti
Tanner Andrew Gabel*
Noah Garcia Jr
Edgar Garza
Sarah Redha A Gaw
Nicholas William Gorr
Paolo Roberto Gratton*
Thomas Gregory
Hannah Groh
Nevan Alexander Gumieny
Shaun Patrick Halverson
Mutaz Hamdan
Harmon Handa
Patrick James Hanks*
David M Hanson*
Alexandria Harris-Ulloa
Douglas Haynes*
Benjamin Ryan Herzfeld*
Charles Benjamin Ho
Connor John Hofmann
Gillian Christie Marie Holder
Isaiah Matthew Holt
Sungwoong Hwang
Lukas D Imboden
Sai Indukuri*
Khalid Wajdi Ismail
Steven Jerome Jackson
Kathryn Grace Jankowski
Isabelle Payton Jelinek*
Michael Robert Jepsen
Joseph Michael Jeschke
Hunter Richard Johnson*
Jack Andrew Johnson
Alexander Jacob Jordan
Dennis Kaestner*
Artur Kandatyan
Matthew Joseph Keller
Mark James Kirk
Rhet Adam Kliger*
Ryan Fitzgerald Kliger
Bryce David Koch*
Garrett Joseph Kocourek*
Shyane Alexandra Koehler
Nicholas James Krampert
Daniel Robert Kraus
Allyson Kate Kuske

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Sarah Lane
Andrew Michael Lascelle
Brandon James Lauber*
Nathan Charles Leipzig*
Lauren Leslie Lietzke*
India Jane Lindeman
Andres Lira
Lue Lor*
Ashley Marie Maas
Evan Mason Macintosh
Tomasz Samuel Maj
Seth Anthony Marotta
Brett William Marquardt
Jacob Joseph Mattioli
Maxwell Winfrid Mayer
Thomas James Melonas
Manav Sunilkumar Menon
Joel County Menos
Matthew John Mercer
Jacob Douglas Mesko
Yareth Abigail Meza
Joseph Takashi Miller
Griffin Patrick Milliren*
Adriana Simone Morales
Brandon Michael Morrison*
Michael J Morrison
Zoheb Mubshar
Evelyn Alanna Murphy Barrett
James Duc Nguyen
Uyen Thi Ngoc Nguyen*
Jonathan Parker Nico
Mark Nostonovsky
Franck Ryan Raphael-
Nyeameck Nyeck
Edgar Edan Olives
Christopher John Onopa*
Mikalee Olivia Ospact*
Parker Noah Parrinello
Kathryn Pecha*
Adler James Peterson
Nicholas Anthony Phung
Caleb Roy Plumley*
Raga Madhuri Podugu
Xin Qiang Qui
Saagar Milind Ranade
Samuel Fox Rawson
Connor Robert Reese
Adam Jacob Rego
Kevin Alberto Robledo-Perez
Axel Rodriguez*
Cameron Roessler*
Gabriel Lee Rosenthal*
Carly Elizabeth Rowe
Javier Saldarriaga
Luis Sanchez
James Matthew Schaser*
Jacob Matthew Schmitt*
Zachary Edward Schroeder
Jelena Sever
Rajaa Shaqour
Jacob David Smith*
Jorge Isaac Solorzano Sandi
Colin Thomas Stolfa*
Alexander James Straka
Justin Shawn Stubbe*
Tyler Michael Suess
Syeda Afrah Sultanath
Suha Fauzi Swei*
Noel Tautges*
Rediet Desalegn Tesfu
Bryanna Marie Axt*
Alfiya Badani
Rayden Michael Balisnomo
Reese Robert Barber
Geneva Rose Barrett
Muhammed Lamin Barrow
Faisal Laurencce Richard-Bartlett
Kaitlynn Baukus*
Melissa Bellanti*
Cassidy Bertagnoli*
Keira Laurine Bittner*
Scott Bodenschatz*
Mitchell Arthur Boelkow
Klarissa Ann Boisvert*
Layne Christopher Brandt
Kayla Elizabeth Braun*
Danielle Renee Brose*
Megan Brotherton
Sydney Marie Budeliers*
Jordan Re Bui*
Kendra Cain
Rita Boatemaah Carney*
Eva Angelina Carrara*
Victoria Jo Carver
Elizabeth Mari Casper*
Elijah Devion Chambers
Ariel Mae Eue Cheong*
Brianna Marie Cieslak
Kamari Clayton*

James Spencer Yeazel
Sahil Vimal Zaveri*
Pablo Zurtuche Flores
Aaron Gashaw Zewudie

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Dean Timothy Behrens
Bachelor of Science

Elham Abdallah*
Ashlyn Jean Abraham*
Nomaan Ahmad
Duua Ali Alhanoon
Dana Bader S Almahroos
Roqiah Mohsin H Almatar
Danielle Jolene Ambrose*
Mitchell James Andeer
Catherine Anthony
Jamie Arvidson
Eric Arvizu Calzada
Josephine Rae Asleson*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

Caitlyn Janice Cobb*
Hannah Kristine Coman*
Jenna Danielle Conforti*
Riley Elizabeth Connell*
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Connolly*
Anjana Kaniyammattel-Connors
Claudia Jean Conroy*
Caitlyn Lee Cooper
Yvalis Inocencia Cortes-Rojas
Matthew Wayne Cosmo
Leslie J Davis*
Eric James Dean
Daniel James DeBow
Kathan Prasantkumar Desai
Brehley Dewald
Patrick Dante Dixon
Patricia Anne Diwa Dizon*
Aurora Jouelle Douglas-Meerdink
Jessica Marie Drees
Annika Lee Dunlap
Stephanie Lynn Eastlick
Caitlin Erickson
Ada Ann Escalona*
Faizan Khalid Eshai
Brooke Marie Falkner
Suzan Faris*
Dianna Fedchuk*
Lindsey Joanne Ferr
Taeja Tanice Figures-Robinson
Rebecca L Fischer
Albert Edward Flottmeyer II*
Ahsa Ford
Jasymn Jean Ford
Carissa Ann Forristall
Alayna Ann Franson*
Nicole Marie Frump*
Amanda Marie Fuchs
Emilijan Gajic*
Joshua Douglas Gayle*
Dora Elizabeth Gomm
Erika Faviola Gonzalez
Jaynie Marie Gorgen
Skyler Paige Gregerson*
Sydney Jane Guc*
Ryan William Guenther*
Natalie Martha Gustafson*
Andrew Hajec

Ryan Hakes
Emma Ashlie Hammer*
Katelyn Michelle Hannaman
Hannah Blackbird Heim
Justin William Henrichs
Jessica Her
Kristin Her*
Vue Her
Lizeth Higuera
Brian Holben*
Heather Lynn Holmes*
Taylor Horner*
Michael Hornik
Allison Faith Howell
Destini Cierra Hudson
Angelica Huebler*
Kelsey Nicole Jackson
Claire Dorothy Jennings
Hayley Marilyn Johnson*
Kaitlyn Johnson*
Jared Michael Justice
Faridatou Kabore
George Stephen Kalioras
Patsyca Karpowski*
Sanya Kathuria*
Emma Jacqueline Kelliher*
Camdy Beverly King
Leo E Kleiner*
Mackenzie Elizabeth Knoten*
Kimberly Rose Koleske*
Rebecca Koronkowski*
Sarah Lou Kosterman*
Courtney Dawn Kowalski-Vieceli*
Aaron Krause
Callie Jo Kubiak*
Abigail E Lane*
Kathrine Langston
Grace Ann Larkin*
Anamarie Lynn Leduc
Chachee S Lee
Khaqhovia Lee
Mallory Renee Levenhagen
Hanna Rose Lichtenstein*
Karen Lynn Lombardi
Denny Lor
Morgan Jo Lulloff*
Brittany MacPherson
Bridget Claire Magnor
Monique Hope Malitz*
Laura L Manriquez
Madien Marks*

Stephanie Gabriela Martinez
Kristin Matson*
Kierra Maxfield
Maria Luna Medlicott*
Alex Gartaz Mercer
Pamela Cecilia Miller*
Hannan Shahid Mirza*
Erin Rebecca Mohica*
Mark Ryan Mollenhauer
Denise Monarrez*
Matthew Benjamin-Montgomery*
Seth David Gordon Morrison
Marina Mudrets
Isaiah Michael Mundt
Rayna Musgrove
Danielle Marie Neel
Molly Belle Newingham
An Binh Nguyen
Ashley Bell Nienhaus*
Kelsey Jordan Norrell
Derek John Novotny
Elizabeth Marie Olsen
Jessica Elizabeth Olson*
Andrea Alexis Orozco
Monica Orozco
Delaney Marguerite Ortiz
Grace Kelly Osuna
Kairavi Niraj Patel*
Minal Patel
Logan Matthew Pawlinski*
Hailey Alexandria Phillips
Marque Girbaud Pierre
Mariah Lynn Popp
Ana Ly Przyborski
Carolyn Lysa Ptaszek*
Megan Daniele Radder*
Nina Radjenovich*
Elizabeth Anne Raifensperger
Alissa Ann Ramczyk
Alexis Ramirez
Liliana Ramirez*
Miranda Ramirez-Vang
Rachel Rand*
Estel Rangel*
Yasmine Jaye Rasmussen*
Caroline Anne Rhoda*
Janessa Richmond
Callie Elizabeth Rickard*
Caitlyn L Riesen
Alexa Rivadeneyra*
Devlin William Robertson

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Andrew Michael Rohan  
Everardo Roque  
Bethany Nicole Rothmaler*  
Kathryn Elizabth Rozzoni*  
Rebecca Michelle Sabourin*  
Aya Mohdkairi Salhab*  
Jehan Salous*  
Felix Thomas Sanchez*  
Bailey Anne Sanderson  
Joseph Paul Scaffidi  
Laney Victoria Schommer  
Cynthia Lynn Scull*  
Timothy E Simmons Jr  
Marielle Jacqueline Sitek  
Michael Loy Smarjesse*  
Ellen Katherine Smith  
Heidi Solberg Viar  
Jamie Leigh Sparks  
Megan Elizabeth St. John*  
Maclaine Avery Stahl*  
Ashley Marie Stotts*  
Jaron Nathan Tauschmann  
Kay Nicole Tetzlaff*  
Kolee Thao  
Kou Thao  
Lormee Thao  
Pang Dee Thao  
Pang Foua Thao  
Ndeye Thiam  
Adrianna S. Thomas  
Sarah Lynn Tibbetts  
Kayla Ming-Yu Tsui  
Sarah Elizabeth Uhren*  
Madelyn June Yu Min Vavra*  
Megan Vosberg*  
Alicia Bao Vu*  
Lou Vue  
Brooke Madeline Waldvogel*  
Charles Berry Walker  
Josephine Wangerin  
Tim Warren  
Reagan Anne Watts  
Sydney Anne Watunya*  
Austin James Weber  
Alyssa Rae Wendorff  
Angela Lynne Williams*  
Austin Thomas Wolfgram*  
Magdalena Katherine Woods*  
Cynthia Anne Woodward  
Emily Quinn Writt  
Cha Meng Jason Xiong  
Christopher Xiong  

Gold Ah Alexis Xiong  
Pang Xiong*  
Johnny Yang  
David Vincent Zackarias*  
Melina Ann Zompolas  
Rumela Zulkifili  

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES  
Interim Dean Mark Harris  
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology  

Taha Ahmad*  
Elizabeth Collebrusco Aldrich*  
Ian Gregory Allen*  
Minahil Arooj  
Ryan Bartell  
Jean Michael Baumgartner  
Brooke St Claire Behm*  
Ghazi Belhaj*  
Morgan C Brooks*  
Nestor Luis Caban Hernandez*  
Patrick Earl Calhoun  
Marques Causey  
William Samuel Charnota  
Giovanni Manuel Claudio*  
Elia David Colina Garcia  
Kaleb Jeffrey Cravillion*  
Hailey Jane Davis*  
Griffin Straty Dowling  
Clayton Dunnavant  
Cristina Marie Dunnavant  
Eray Nathanael Dursun  
Spencer Robert Easton  
Yassine El Berki*  
Abdelouhab El hmaini*  
Mikayla Ann Eliyha*  
Brian Richard Fay  
Eloy Junior Feliz*  
Anthony Charles Fera  
Miscya Vanessa Fox*  
Nathan Edward Glover*  
Ian Gokowsky  
Nathaniel Scott Gresbach*  
Kyle Daniel Gurski*  
Iaqamdeep Singh Hans  
Jessica Selenia Helminiak  
Nathan James Henry*  
Wyatt Everett Herbert*  
Jennifer Andrea Hill*  
Michael John Hughes  

Alexander Lamar Johnson  
Erik Lowell Johnson  
Christopher James Johnston*  
Matthew Orin Kaare  
Jonathan Mbaya Kabamba  
Kyle Kaferly  
Daniel Joseph Karll  
Joseph Aaron Kiesau  
Aubrey Elizabeth Kolbeck  
Benjamin Kon Mong Kong  
Alexander Dale Krahn*  
Jarrett Matthew Kraus*  
Ben Kroells  
Nicholas Yoganand Kumar  
John Anderson Lanke*  
Jeffrey Ray Leszczynski*  
Brian Lin  
Armando Loeza  
Paul Joseph Lukaszewicz*  
Andrew Ross Lukowski  
David George Madson*  
Max Robert Magyar*  
Haneen Fahim Mahmoud*  
Samuel M Melander-Eppley  
Calisto Van Minh  
Khalifa Hassan M A Mubarak  
Brittany Marie Muldowney  
Joana Zulema Ortiz Mireles  
Adam Oster*  
Jenifer Peralta Martinez  
Matthew James Peters  
Meghan Alaina Pfeiffer*  
Jacob Michael Pietsch  
Jordan William Rehbein*  
Kerri Rentmeester  
Ryan David Rivera*  
William John Rupnick  
Jenna Elizabeth Russell*  
Triston Txujci Sayaovang*  
Jordan Isaac Wayne Sayles  
Austin Steven Schimmel*  
Brandon Richard Schimmel*  
Karla Ann Schultz  
Salvador Sebastian  
Zak Daniel Seipel  
Naima Shaqra*  

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SCHOOL OF
INFORMATION STUDIES

Shawn Charles Theesfeld
Trevor Thole*
Jordan Ashley Thompson
Sohit Thota*
Kevin Israel Torres
Daniel Charles Turpin*
Ryan John Van Pay*
Houa Vang*
Mongyong Vang
Nolan Andrew Vey
Jacob Daniel Weise*
Christopher Adam Wendlandt
Brandt Wessel*
Chalene West
Jessica Williams
Nicole Lynne Workenaour*
Colton Jay Wyskochil
Kao Xiong
Zong Mong Senior Xiong
Chueyee Joshua Yang
Katie Marie Zanoni

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE

Dean Scott Gronert
Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science

Sabaa Haleem Abdulrazzaq
Hadassa Esther Abramov*
Abyaz Abrae*
Bissan Abubaker*
Adriana Alexis Abud*
Leah Jiang-Bo Ackley*
Benjamin Steven Adams
Bethany Grace Adams*
Huda Ahmad*
Muhammad Ahmed*
Naima Mohamed Ahmed-Dukow
Layall Osama Ajour
Amanda Alfonso Perez
Ayan Ali
Natali Aljuuossi
Alyssa Nicole Allen
Sameera Mohammed Alsharif
Ali Hussain E Alyousef*
Ali Samir Amin*

Danielle Capri Anderson
Micah Anderson
Robert John Andraschko II
Harmony Rose Angellar*
Christian Manuel Angulo*
Andrea Aranda Sanchez
Jeffrey Wayne Armstead Jr
Jenna Marie Arnold*
Camryn Julia Arroyo*
Benjamin Auer
Barbara Michael Austin
Tiffany Kendyll Austin
Tasneem Hatim Badani
Rain Badekas
Amineh Yaser Badwan
Kyle Andrew Bailey
Brienna Kaye-Bailey-Surges
Nehal T Bajwa*
Vincent Lamont Baker Jr
Eva Mae Baker
Megan Marie Bakken
Samuel Benjamin Balistreri
Rick L Banks
Rudin Banushi*
Megan Marie Barker*
Niko Barrientos*
Danica Basta*
Kai Jozef Batwinski
Nicholas Alexander Baumgart*
Isabella Josephine Bavaro*
Andrew Ballantyne Beale
Bronte Elizabeth Beaudoin
Gabrielle Irene Becker
Amber Judith Bein
Jade Ericka Bellairs*
Lauren Bjorg Below
Nola Josephine Beni
Koryn Ivyline Bennett
Maxwell John Benzinger
Olivia Ann Berg
Megan Grace Bergin*
Victoria Berry
Clayton Biddle
Lenny James Biller
Samantha Lynn Blackstad
Tyler Robert Blaedow
Patrick Blaesing
Ian Richard Blagrave
Wesley Austin Blakely
Nathan James Blohowiak*
India Blunt
Brooklyn Rose Bober

Lauren Ann Bohn*
Carly Ann Borchardt*
Natalie Bossler
Hannah Marie Boyd*
Alexander Michael Brenner
Emily Ann Briscoe*
Taylor Marie Britann
Logan MacKinley Broich*
Emily Frances Broekmeier
Anna Brooks
Kathryn Jane Brophy
Alexis JoAnna Brown
Colette Marie Brown
LaFonte Kaylea Brown
Mary Katherine Brown*
Mitchell Lee Buban*
Kyle Dean Buckner
Kaitlyn Nicole Bukalders
Steven Gerald Bye
Laurence Devlin Byrne*
Natalie Nicole Calfa*
Delaney Rae Campbell
Michael Cangiamilla*
Josie Kate Carballido*
Patrick John Cash
Benjamin David Catura
Kayla Janelle Chambers
Elizabeth Rachel Charney*
Ahmed Chattha
Julia Chavez
Amberly Ann Chernoff*
Dylan Alexander Childs
Otis Wesley Chillis Jr
Noah John Chrilsler
Anne Louise Christensen
Charles Mark Christiansen
Maxwell James Cieslak*
Ruben Sotelo Cisneros Jr
Iliana Clark
Lauren Grace Clausing
Cahre Jo Clayburn
Quentin Gage Clemens
George Daniel Coenen*
Quiana Coleman
Jacob Lewis Amezcua Collison
Alexandra Danielle Comer*
Amanda Elizabeth Crosby*
Adam Matthew Crouse*
Tessa Culleton*
Spencer S Currie
Brooke C Curry
Iman Kristina Curtis

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Ashley Dahl
Amanda Dahms
Nathaniel Jay Dalan
Jessica Kelly Danielson
Delilah Rose Danowski
Rhiachik Das
Henry Louis Davies
Tyler Kenneth Davis
Ethan Clifford Davison
Mia Lee Davoodi*
Jennifer Carolina De La Rosa
Simeon Donald De Valk
Lee Stephen Debauche
Alesandra Alicia Delreal
David Vishnu Deshpande*
Destiny Maryhelen DeVooght
Joy Abigail Diaz
Maia Caroline Diedrich*
Danielle Mae Marie-Dillenburg*
Olivia Katherine Dimmer*
Briana Jean Disch
Devin John Dodulik*
Scott Mark Dombrowski
Toren James Dorsey
Sarah Dorshorst
Madison Kay Drake
Matthew Dale Drobka*
Sundance Marie Duchow*
Daeton James Bailey Dudovick
Tanner Jordan Duffney*
Collin Patrick Duffy
Kaitlyn Paige Dums
Eric Dominique Dunning
Everett James Eaton
Arvind Robert Ebbe
Cortney Catherine Ebinal
Jordan Nathanial Eckl
Armand Allen Edwards
Joshuah Ellis Jr
Alex Charles Engel
John Rhodes Erickson
Keenan Anthony Evans
Emma Grace Farhart
Zoe Elizabeth Farrell*
Ashley Raelynn Farrington
Sumiyah Fatima
Zachary David Feldbruegge*
Tonya E Fendryk
Emily Ann Ferguson*
Grant Mariano Ferrusqua
Leah Teresa Fischer-Toerpe
Jack Andrew Fitzgerald*

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Destiny Chantel Flores
Haydn Hope Flores*
Erin Michelle Flynn*
Tiara Renee Fountain*
Kendall Clair Frank
Harmony Ovida Sharpe-Franken
Shyann Leigh Franklin
Christopher Andrew Frauen
Macie Marie Fredrick*
Jennifer Eileen Freeman*
Riley John Freese*
Ian Gallagher
Samantha Yasmin Gallegos
Wendell Junior Gallimore
Adam Jeffrey Garcia
Lauren Christina Garcia*
Lauren Renee Garland
Heidi Maria Garrido*
Gabriela Garzon-Torres
Jacquelyn Gasparek
A’Jehanna Amari Gaston
Joseph Thomas Gattone
Jessica Gatzow*
Hunter Nicholas Gayan*
Lauren Germer
Deandre Gholston
Brielle Juel Gillespie
Samantha Doreen Glendenning*
Carly Elizabeth Gloss
Grant David Goehrig
Caitlyn Nicole Goetsch*
Brianna Brooke Gonzales
Jacob James Goodman
Leslie Jane Gorham*
Monica P Gotthart*
Aarón Javier Granados
Ashley Grant
Eleanore Louise Graves*
Chris Edward Rudolph Green*
Jacqueline Marie Greeney
Malena Evalina Grimm*
Stephanie Anne Grintjes
Alyssa Ann Grundl*
Marissa Lyn Guarin
Cassidy Gull
Joseph Francis Gulotta
Jacqueline Michelle Gunnell*
Caitlin Marie Gunther*
Nicholas Haagen
Alyssa Marie Haggerty*
Delaney D Halloran
Takee Abdul Hamid
Patrick James Hanks*
Ashley Jo Harder
Joshua Harju
Britney Marie Hayes*
Justice Hayes-Cox
McKayla Louise Healy*
Bethany Rose Heine*
Carmen Ashley Henry
Amanda Elizabeth Hensiak
Elvis Chuewa Her
Seth Jacob Herlinger
Lindsay Jean Hetzel*
Caleb Justin Hiatt
Jamie Webber Hinkle
Olivia Jill Hinkle
Meghan Margaret Hintz
Tyler Ross Hodkiewicz*
Jeromey Jason Hodsdon*
Matthew Robert Hollendonner
Tamara Simone Horton
Madison Lea Hoven
Breanna Lynn Huebler
Lauren Noel Huettner*
Hector Huizar
Kayli Morgan Humphrey
Angela Josephine Lynn Huss*
Cassandra Marie Hutchins
Audrianna Lamy Hutchinson
Shah Yasar Ibrahim
Nicole Chantell Ivory
Alexa R Jacobson*
Alison Lauren Jacger
Audrey Josefa Janik
Sydney Jarvis
Tomas Soares Jeronimo
Derek Leigh Johnson
Eleanor Jean Johnson
Christopher Augustus Jones
Tyler Ardell Jones
Elizabeth Hannah Julius*
Abdolghafar Kamal
Mohamad Ahmad Karim*
Kloe Rose Kashian*
Holly Kehlhofer
Maeve Catherine Kell
Tracy Lynn Keller*
Erin Eileen Kelly
Margaret Rose Kehlhofer*
Daniel Zephyrin Kennedy*
Ayesha M Khan*
Minha Khan*
Alaa Ali Khatib*
continued

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE

Claire Louise Kiefer*
Lesley Ann Kiesling*
Madeline Pearl Kilgore
Cassie Jeanne Kinney
Maria Stilin Kipper
Caitlin Carolyn Kitchen
Samantha Rae Kluever*
Michael Francis Kneiert*
Elizabeth Marie Kniffin
Allison Marie Kolb*
Katherine Elisabeth Kolpin*
Cheyenne Marie Korpela*
Jordan Lee Kostrzewa
Natalie Ann Kotula
Lucas James Kovan*ry
Emma Katharine Krag
Leanna Nicole Kraina
Adam Joseph Krainik*
Jessie Ellen Krajcir
Krystal Jo Krakowski*
Richard Todd Kranz
Samantha Kathrine Kranz*
Corinne Rae Kronschnabel*
Samantha Louise Krueger
Gabrielle Regina Kuechmann*
Carli Rose Kugel*
Rafferty Vivian Kugler*
Maelynn Marie Kunkel*
Jared Kveton
Jeremy Lucas Laabs*
Madeleine Rose LaBissoniere*
Kayla Sharon LaGrossa
Madelyn Rae Lambie
Allison Mackenzie Lamkin*
Dylan Joseph Lampert*
Kayla Christine Lange*
Shelby Marilyn Langer
Jodi Diane LaRocca
Victoria Elizabeth Larsen*
Tyler Bradley Lebo
Ryan Allan Lecus
Chia Lee
Christopher Emmanuel Lee
Panhou Chee Lee*
Sue Meng Lee
Danielle Leider*
Edgar Leon Gomez*
Taylor Grace Leslie
Jermarcus Devonte Lewis
Allison Theresa Leyer*
Martha Cecilia Lezama-Ruiz
Sarah Lighthart*
Kaitlyn Mary Linskens*
Lisa Marie Lipari
Lucille Theodora Little*
Kaitlyn Rae Livingston
Francesca Michelle Loiacono
Alexander Lopez
Samantha Anneliese Lorentz
Allyn Shane Lottouezee*
Jacob Alexander Loving
Allison Rose Luebke*
Carmen Maria Lugo
Maya Leon Lusis
Amy Lynn Lussier
Connor James Lynch*
Mason McCann Lyon
Maya Magana*
Marissa Lynn Mahlik*
Hailey Elizabeth Mahoney*
Alex Jeffrey Maier
Lyiba Sehr Malik*
Francesca Mannarino*
Hajra Ansar Maqsood
Brianna Lynn Marich*
McKenna Ann Marion
Jake Markiewicz*
Maria Lizet Martinez*
Yanderi Marie Martinez
Isabella Rose Matheson
Shaun Sebastian Matloub
Colleen June Matthews
Jennifer Mawhinney
Kyla Nicole May*
Tanner James Mayr*
Van Donato Mazza
Aleah McCarthy
Hannah Rae McCloud*
Scott Bruce McFarren
Noelle Elizabeth McGowan
Blair Marie McLaughlin*
Miguel Adan Medina
James Joseph Mendez
Aleah Kalyon Merriwether*
Elizabeth Clara Metz*
Memoona Mian*
Umme Aimen Ashfaq Mian*
Kyle Raymond Michaelsen*
Emily Christine Miller
Leah Mae Miller*
Danielle Rose Minogue
Liya Mintz*
Joshua Norman Miser
Levi Jacob Montee
Sophia Kathryn Montoya
Malachi Moon*
Hailley Rae Moore
Sarah Louise Moore*
Marissa Caitlyn Moran*
Jada Ashley Morgan*
Sydney Moriarity
Ian Kubesh Morley
Connor Paul Morris
Brian Morrow
Keegan Todd Muche
Jake William Mueller
Benjamin Bradley Mulick
Rafael Munoz Echavarria
David Munoz Jr
Brandon William Musack
Abd-Alrahman
Rabeeh-Musaitif*
Holly Ann Muskat*
Gehad Mustafa
Rana S Mustafa*
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Nagel
Mohamed Nasef*
Ashley Navarrete*
Jessica Neaves
Rylie Alexandria Neff
Caitlin Nelson*
Mylun Fair Nelson
Jacob Theodore Neuenschwander
Eric William Neustifter*
Armand Zambou Ngambo
Luke Alexander Nicol*
Ryan Charles Nicol*
Hannah Jayden Noel-Sieber*
Kaylee Rose Norwood
Michael Novotny
Shawn Alexander Obarski*
Henry Oscar O’Donnell
Juan Fabrisio Olmos-Garcia
Aleia Nanette Olson*
Courtney Elizabeth Olson*
Samuel Richard Olson
Casey Francis O’Neil
Kennedy Morgan Onell*
Selma Clarisa Ornelas
Daisy Ortega Moran
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Ortiz</td>
<td>Mitchell Carl Roehl*</td>
<td>Kylie Shae Rollins*</td>
<td>Brittni Shepard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Shae Osowski</td>
<td>Lucero Romero</td>
<td>Kiara Liz Rosado</td>
<td>Anna Elise Shimp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Rae Pachner*</td>
<td>Samuel Jacob Rosenthal</td>
<td>Annalise Marie Ross</td>
<td>Connor James Shohoney*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Michael Pacocha Jr</td>
<td>Autumn S Routson*</td>
<td>Fitore Rahmani</td>
<td>Zachary Stephen Shuda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Robert Paltzer*</td>
<td>Hope Rohlen Ruedin*</td>
<td>Carly Rusch</td>
<td>Shannon Jessica Siebers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadika Panta*</td>
<td>Stephanie Russell</td>
<td>Takiraneshia Lashe Saffold</td>
<td>Carson Michael Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella R Parins*</td>
<td>Filip Andrei Saitis*</td>
<td>Celeste Mia Salas</td>
<td>HyeonHo Sim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francesca Alejandra Patri-Green*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Luis Pablo Saldivar*</td>
<td>Brianna Star Simler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cailyn T Peccioli</td>
<td></td>
<td>Noah John Salentine*</td>
<td>Alex Estel Sitze*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugh Thomas Pehowski</td>
<td></td>
<td>Quinton Leden Sampson-Wood</td>
<td>Rachael Rose Skenandore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Peifer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alexandra Sanchez*</td>
<td>Grace Elizabeth Skendziel*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Marie Peoples*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mercedes J Sanchez</td>
<td>Kendahl Rae Skomski*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunice Perez Sandoval*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Grant Thomas Sanger</td>
<td>Nathaniel Jacob Skutley*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Cecilia Perez</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ramandeep Kaur Sangha</td>
<td>Brittany Rachael Slichter*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilly Annette Perkins*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ryane Lynne Santoro</td>
<td>Paul Smaxwill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Ruth Perret*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jenna Kathleen Sassan</td>
<td>Nicolas David Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Joseph Peschman*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Autumn Patricia Saunders</td>
<td>Olivia Kathleen Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Ann Peterson-Phillips*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alyssandra Clara</td>
<td>Andreas Friis Soerensen*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katlyn Sarah Piazza*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rosa-Scaffidi*</td>
<td>Noah Solomon*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Marie Pichler</td>
<td></td>
<td>Arik Bailey Scapellato*</td>
<td>Maximilian Blake-Sommerfeld*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph James Picione*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sakina May Schaub</td>
<td>Sara Marie Soroko*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna McNish Pierce*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ian Josef Schermer</td>
<td>Makaila Alexis Sparks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristyn May Pillard*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Nathanael Schimp*</td>
<td>Rachel Lynn Sparks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keegan Charles Pinkerton</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lilly Jean Schindler*</td>
<td>Sara Marie Staat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Danielle Plotkin*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kevin Alan Schmidtke*</td>
<td>Ayana Nicole Staples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Morgan Polovin*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ian Patrick Schmitt-Ernst*</td>
<td>Sydney Starck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ettienne Lorae Ponce De Leon</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brad Schneider</td>
<td>Alexis Hope Stauffacher*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel William Pope*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kyle James Schneider</td>
<td>Alysa Steenport*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Scott Post*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kelsey Barbara Schneiss</td>
<td>Natan Ross Steigman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Lee Prill</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alaina G Schroeder*</td>
<td>Sydney Rose Steinbach*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Jeffrey Przesmicki*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Allison Marie Schroeder</td>
<td>Conlin Byron Steinert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergio Pulido</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brittany Nina Schroedl</td>
<td>Bryar Wayne Stenzel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezra Harold Quint</td>
<td></td>
<td>Taylor James Schultz</td>
<td>Michael Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shayna Lee Raasch</td>
<td></td>
<td>Allison L Schumacher</td>
<td>Tina Marie Stilwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandy Nichole Rabalais</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brent Allan Schumacher</td>
<td>Andrew Thomas Stoiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Alexander Raney*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gerald Herbert Schwager*</td>
<td>Callie Ann Strayer*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hans Christopher Reitmeyer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Jerome Schwartz*</td>
<td>Alexis Morgan Strotman*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kali Elizabeth Rich</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jordan Xavier Scott</td>
<td>Stephen Subotich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Riebe*</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ember Ruth Diane Seidel*</td>
<td>Courtney Lynn Sullivan*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khrys Riley</td>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Joseph Sellars*</td>
<td>John Sweigart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Thomas Rill</td>
<td></td>
<td>Clayton John Senechalle</td>
<td>Owen Joseph Szymbkowski*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuphar Rimer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Emire Malik Sewell</td>
<td>Lucas Anthony Taglia*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasarina Rios Sein</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sana Shahir*</td>
<td>Amos Alahwni Tamanji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kira Evelynn Ritcher</td>
<td></td>
<td>Callen Marie Shaw*</td>
<td>Wilson Kenneth Tarpey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Lorensa Robbins</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tanasia Golden Shaw</td>
<td>Nathaniel James Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Lee Roberts Jr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hannah Grace Tebbas*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Erin Robertson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Courtney Tebo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Robinson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Logan Alexander Teehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Michele Robinson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marianna Tellez*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakara Robinson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nathaniel Kenneth Tennes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elia Rodriguez*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Verena Grace Tesnow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriela Maria Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cheyenne Leigh Tetzlaff*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
continued
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Amy Thao
Yer Thao
Alex Josef Thiel
Ryan Thiel
Jaeson Thieme
Hannah E Thorpe*
Elpiniki Maura Tiani
Izabella Reese Timm*
Jesse Ray Tippin*
Allison Rae Toboyek
Jacob Tracy
Alexandria Trajkovski*
Mariah Donnessa Tripp
Dayna Jean Trossen*
Mariana Trujillo Tena
Ian Michael Tuck
Eliot Turnquist
Alyssa Turzenski
Hla Hla Tway
Spencer Gabriel Tye
Anika Stephanie Tylek*
Adam Robert Van Dyck
Nicholas Edward Van Elzen
Bennett William Vance
Autumn Rose Vang*
Colby K Vang
Jadeleen Mai Leeh Vang
Kalanthia Vang
Mai Ger Vang
Xue Vang
Amber Marie VanLangen
Candice Vargas
Joel Emilio Velez
Gabriel Frank Villa
Juliet Villagomez
Brant Irving Vistain
Aaron Steven Vlies*
Samantha Kim Voigt
Coua Vue
Hannah Lee Wagner
Matthew Reed Wagner*
Hailey Paige Walgenbach*
Courtney Wallace
Matthew William Waller
Alec James Waln*
Jaeda Rae Walsh
Emily Jo Walter

Lillian Wanless*
Sophia Grace Ward*
Zavier Allen Ware
Haley Kaitlyn Marie Wartalski
Caitlin Hope Weaver
Jasmine Rosemary Weeks*
Jiawen Wei
Victoria Wei*
Grace Alice Weisensel*
Jennifer Amriah Weiss
Peyton Lyn Wells
Andrew Michael West
Nicole Bethany Wicker*
Nathaniel Alan Wilde
Matthew J Willems
Kara Vanetta Williams*
Veronica Williams*
Connor Daniel Williquette
Areanna Deseree Wilson
Isabella Wilson
Nathaniel James Wojcicki*
Calleigh Rae Wondra*
Kailley Tynan Wood*
Madeleine Mary Frances Wood
Alexandria Woods
Tamara Monae Woods
Noah Worsham
Jacob Worthing
Morgan Wright*
Parthina Louise Wright-Trapp
Celina Pa Der Xiong*
Fuesheng Brandon Xiong
Kiara Cira Xolo*
Herve Elom Yawo
Francesca Deniece Yerks
Chloe Adela Young
Karena Noel Young
Alexis Marie Zahradnick
Amy Elise Zapalocki
Victoria Zheng
Hannah Jodi Zielinski
Bari Jenna Zimmerman
Kyle Thomas Zur
Benita Maria Zyskowski

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Dean Kim Litwack
Bachelor of Science

Sarah Acitelli
Jacqueline Marie Adams*
Jocelyn Aguirre

Tyler James Aguirre
Riley Scott Aicher
Emily Christine Amburn
Grace Elizabeth Arfstrom*
Reanne Lynn Bagemehl
Rachel Barber
Mark Alexander Becker*
Lauren Bjorg Below
Crystal Kaye Bethke
Samantha Diane Bjelland*
Lisa Ann Block*
Emerson Boll
Lauren Jenny Bonofiglio*
Natalie Botello Anguiano
Lydia Marie Boyle
Katelyn Elizabeth Bucich*
Brandon Jerold Buck*
Sabrina Summer Burrie*
Annie Pearl Jimenez Bustos*
Tammy Cantwell
Gabrielle Angelique Cellitti
Lydia Zing Bawi Cer
Emerald Tshab Cha
Jade Morgan Chitwood*
Tenzin Choenyi
Alyssa Renee Choiniski
Tenzin Choying
Cassandra Renee Christensen*
Bethany Marie Cinnamon
Samantha Jean Clark
Denise Clayton
Michelle Mary Coe*
MacKenzie Paige Cook*
Ashlee Marie Coorough
Sydney Merece Dahl*
Rebecca Marie Dahmer
Allison Rose Dennik
Maia Caroline Diedrich*
Amanda Jane Dietz
Madeleine Frances-Eby Dorcy*
Angelic Dowgiert*
Lauren Elizabeth Drews
Alexandra Danielle English*
Emma Margaret Evans
Aaron Joshua Felebrico*
Taylor Grace Ferguson*
Kirstyn Ann Ferrigno
Elizabeth Laura Flora*
Kyra Anne Flynn
Brooke Kamille Franklin
Elayna Paige Funk
Jaime Ann Gaertner

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Callie Rose Gallion
Sara Catherine Gallup
Jasmine Elizabeth Ganey*
Quinn Lindsey Gasparo
Helen Haile Gebreyesus
Mackenzie Eileen Geyer*
Dean Russell Gibson*
Denise M Gill
Zita Casandra Gonzalez Cristerna
Sandra Jean Gotz
Amanda Michele Green
Morgan Elizabeth Gruneberg*
Annalissa Grzegorski
Christina Elizabeth Gullicksrud
Jakob Gundy
Miach’la Onean Hamilton
Cora Allen Harders
Nagea Harris*
Marjorie Headley
Marybeth Heise
Alexis Taylor Helm
Amber Jean Hensey*
Cassandra Marion
Maria-Hernandez*
Chelsea Cne Hess*
Sarah Suzanne Hilliard
Raymee Marie Hockman*
Nicole Violet Hoefs*
Emma Grace Holland*
Chase Robert Howerton*
Hannah Hubert
Carolina Jimenez
Spencer Allan James Johnsrud
Ravleen Kaur
Brooke Anne Kennedy
Moira Lynn Kersten*
Melaku Kibebe
Holly Marie Killoren
Joshua Daniel Koepke
Cassidy Ellen Kolbeek*
Valeriya S Kushmir*
Sara Elizabeth LaMothe
Gwen Stacy Laurent
Sterling Michael Leathers*
Kelley Sue Levy
Soshina Kaiyasang Lee
Kayla Alexandra Leonhard
Kali Marie Lepisto*
Angela Jade Liang*
Aaron Gabriel Llanas
Emma Rose Luhring*
Alexis Jane Luri*

Jessica Lynn Madrid
Eileen Therese Magnor*
Jessica Ann Majcan*
Catherine Markovic
Mia Kay Martin*
Emma M Martinez*
Karina Celeste Martinez*
Rebecca Ann McMahon
Jodi Ellen Mellesmoen
Brittany Alea Michna
Anthony Roy Miles*
Andrea Milosevic
Franklin Chihang Mok
Zachary David Montgomery*
Camryn Alannah Morgan*
Olia Morgan*
Julie Mundt*
Stacie Lynn Natter*
Melissa Navarro-Gonzales*
Hady Ndiaye
Lauryn Emily Nerenhausen*
Jenice Ngiraked*
Kimberly Ann Ninneman
Bethany Nwachi Njoku
Heather Rae Nowatske*
Isabella M Oehme*
Amy Oleszak
Sierra Rae Olson
Olivia Jeanne Piccione*
Hannah Julia Plockelman*
Samantha Marie Porter*
Lesa Gabrielle Povletich*
Brandon T Prim*
Nicole Jeanette Quinney
Tiffany Amber Quinn*
Elayne Esperanza Grace-Quintanilla
Megan M Real
Katherine Marcella Riemer
Rebekah Lee Ritchhart
Cadie Rose Roberts
Alyssa Kaitlyn Rohner*
Bryan Romero
Rebecca Joann Rossenbach
Hannah Marie Rostkowski
Mariana Monserrat Rubio-Perez*
Nicole Frances Ruhl*
Breona Ilse Rydholm*
Erie Beth Sacharski*
Daniela Guadalupe Sanchez-Perez
Jaira Sanchez*
Jocelyn Lynette Santos*
Nicholas John Savoy*

Nicole Schmidt*
Heidi Anne Schmitz
Samantha Jo Schoenwalder
Olivia Rose Schultz*
Jessica Seavers
Meghan Elizabeth Shaw*
Tiffany Heather Sheppard
Paul Andrew Shwaiko*
Ilana Ki Simmons
Elizabeth Nichole Smurawa*
Kira Lynn Snapp
Fanetra Soles
Rebecca Kathryn Stahl*
McKenna Michael Stanek
Haley Regan Steel*
Carrie Lee Ann Straszewski
Noah Richard Strohm*
Kaitlyn Marie Suarez*
Marie E Therrien*
Leah Maria Tirabassi
Sierra Lania Turner
Rebekah Jo Vande Hey*
Danielle Nicole Vandehay
Ariyana Nachele Voss
Brenda Akoth Waah
Gabrielle Jeanne Weber
Stephanie Carol Webster*
Chantel M Werle*
Kayla Marie Weyant*
Daniel Wiese
Caitlin Grace Wieser*
Arianna Wisner
Gabrielle Paige Wood*
Baokanhia Xiong
Karissa Mia Yamat
Rebecca Avery Zimdars*

SCHOOL OF
PUBLIC HEALTH
Acting Dean Amy Harley
Bachelor of Science
Brenda Guadalupe Castellanos
Kellyn Rae Herwig
Eesha Imam
Candace Marie Jackson
Tehya Margaret John
Danetta Titanika Perry*
Jada Patrice Proctor
Shayla Danielle Rubbani
Sydney Maya Sanchez
Olivia Severson

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SCHOOL OF
PUBLIC HEALTH

Rysa Lou Von Gunten
Madalyn May Waller

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE
Dean Tina Freiburger
Bachelor of Science

Angelique Moon Aliota
Cristin Carin Alvarado*
John Alton Anderson
Francesca Lynn Atkinson
Trenide Lachai Attaway*
Chloe Claudia Barton
Rozelynn Josephina Becker
Nicholas Lester Bernacchi*
Stevie Lea Booher
Trenton Thomas Boscke
Emma Maeve Brady
Douglas Brown*
Charles Marty Cannalte
Anna Marley Carlson*
Louis Javier Cary
Jaden Champion
Alexis Ann Chavez
Chandi Linh Choeun-La*
Kyra Marie Connors*
Shannon Rose Cooley
Danessa Isabel Cruz
Emma Rae Dolan*
Bria Zsane Dorsey-Wonders
Emma Fae Lava Dostalek*
Abigail Therese Duda*
Samantha Marie Dunn
Melanie Escobar*
Robert Gerard Fulkowski II
Sarena Jordyn Farber*
Owen Peter Fehler*
Molly Kimberly Flanagan
Irma Judith Flores Hermosillo*
Johnny Cloy Folsom Jr
Kaitylyn Rose Frase
Joshua Murphy Freitag*
Parker Reese Frick
Alexa Jennifer Gardner
Grace Kathryn Gengler*
William G Glover Jr
Jose Gonzalez Cruz
Abigail Gonzalez
Kayla Raquel Gotto*
Erica Ann Gremminger*
Andrew James Grever
Geena Chantrice Griffin
Stefanie Niemann Hamacher
Evelyn Amanda Harkness
Helena Lisa-Marie Harris
Alexandria Anne Heiser
Amber Lynn Hellmuth*
Seng Her
Sydney Herman*
Quaniqua Hicks
Cecelia MeiLin Holland-Hocker*
Noellani Ciarrah Hodges*
McKayla Ann Hoefert*
Andrea Dallas Hooverson*
Matrena Shelicia Hopkins
Shania Alexis Hornischer*
Maggie Catherine Hough*
Jada Edna Ivey
Haley Renee Jackson*
Alexandria Marie Jacobs
Todd James Jahns Jr
Rachel Lynn Janiak*
Alanna JoEllen Jansen*
AJ John*
Ieshia Johnson
Jason Lamar Johnson
Mia Leanne Johnson
Kaitlyn Rose Kalischefski*
Kimberly Ann King*
Kyle Kintopf*
Mackenzie Louise Koehler
Elsa Shao Kraemer
Kelsey Joy Krueger
Sarah Langer*
Christina Brittany Lehrke*
Christopher Michael Lewis
Gretchen Ann Lilly*
Seth William Lowe
Lane Owen Garcia Madisen*
Caroline Lynn Mann*
Itzel Anette Martinez Castillo
Allison Jo Mayville
Andrew John McEnroe
Collin Daniel McGovern*
Marie Michelle Miller*
Taylor Milow
Fatuma Mohamed*
Neshae Morries-Thurman
Payton Elaine Mueske
Mala Nan Leth*
Jacob James Nash*
John Jacob Olsen*
Collan William O’Neill*
Morgan Anne Orcholski*
Kathryn Ann Osinski
Alexa Aurea Otero
Starlesha Kelia Owens
Alexandra Papadulakis
Adamaris Penaloza*
Andrew Aaron Peterson*
Bryce Howard Prechel*
Paula Primitz
Holly Rose Primus
Blake Thomas Reynolds*
Samantha Vernita Riddle
Madison Marie Ridley*
Arianna Guinevere Monet-Robles
Haley Marie Rohr*
Emma Simone Romant*
Daniel Raymond Rucinski*
Laura Carolina Santiago
Brett Henry Noah Scheuer
Timothy John Schmidt*
Madeline Grace Schreiber*
Stephanie Nicole Schroeder
Stephanie Serrato*
Chase Alexander Sieben
Mya Rochelle Simms*
Emily Theresa Smith
Grace Elizabeth Sonntag*
Quasihania Zieriah Spencer
Kayli Stauch
Mariah Lynn Stegall
Jessie L Still
Gwenevere Paj Thao
Stacey F Thao*
Leslie Michelle Torres
Maxx P Tripp*
Kobi Jean Tucker
Alyssa Marie Valent
Christopher William Vick*
Cherish Marilena Villarreal*
Jeremy Aaron Vukobrat
Darius Trevell Ware
Sara Jane Wegner*
Troy Arnold Wenzlaff*
Leslie Ann Wessel*
Broanna Louise White
Matthew Douglas Wiegman
Kathryn Elsie Wilson*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Faith Emogene Woodman*
Kyle Jeffery Wright
Deion Nhiatou Xiong
Valeria Xolot
Faith Carolyn Zarrick
Cecilia Zavala
Carter Thomas Zawicki*
Miranda Anne Zuhlke

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ASSOCIATE DEGREES

COLLEGE OF GENERAL STUDIES
Dean Simon Bronner
Associate of Arts and Science

Alecia Marie Acevedo - H
Nidhi D Ajjampore
Megan Dorothy Alaimo - H
Tracy Marie Allen - H
Samahir Awadallah
Josephine Mariah Baker
Abigail Diane Baumann
Rebecca Bergmann - H
Gabriella Blatt Prevatt - H
Joshua Peter Bobke
Krista Brazeau
Zachary Leonard Brehmer
Daniele Brier
Katie Ann Brose
Abigail Buehler - H
Kayla Burg
Krista Jean Burns
Zachary Thomas Busalacchi
Cecelia Marie Buss
Jesse D Buttnet
Cadee Lucille Campbell - H
Elizabeth Collette Cantrall
Braedon Cole Clanton
Jayden Jean Courtney - H
Ashe Jade Dryden - H
Jeremiah Dumke
Deona Easterson - H
Justin Aaron Ehmke
Krystal Eichenberger - H
Hannah Fenske
Silvia Geyer - H
Erin Gilroy
Kate Lee-An Gochanour
Christopher Claude Grace - H
Jonathan Nicholas Graczykowski
Jacqueline Natalie Greene
Myles Mane Gronewold
Guy Jay Gunia
Alex Ihab Habash
Emily Hallberg
Brittany Harris
Mark William Heffron
Diamond Kennedy Hendree
Nicholas Eugene Higley - H
Jasella Lee Hockerman
Hailey Elise Hoffman
Casey Huerta
Michael Connor Jacobi
Diego Rafael James Moctezuma
Josh Jadicka - H
Tyler Nikolai Jentof-Johnson
Colton James Jordan - H
Noah J Kaehne
Samuel Martin Keck
Sydney Mckenna Kertscher
Adella B Klebba - H
Austin Michael Klug
Grace Elizabeth Kneppel - H
Abigail Elizabeth Kopfhammer
Kelly Kowing
Greta Katherine Lawrence
Zlata Lekic - H
Adam Lenarduzzi
Hunter Lee Lenzke
Andrew J Lien - H
Robie Tae Lunger - H
Kevin Manning
Adriana Mae Marquardt - H
Mercede Bianca Marzetti - H
Kayla Rose Masters
Skyler Lee Mathers
Ethen Robert Mathias
Jashun Mcgee
Ashley Marcella McKenna
Christine Meyer
Mervat Y Mihyar - H
Hannah Marie Mijokovich
Spencer Millay
Charveilla Miller
Imojyn Ann Miller
Kallista Kae Miller
Bilal Mohammad - H
Michael Luke Moran
Fils Mwizerwa
Michael Grant Nauman
Cecilia Hany Navarrete
Matthew David Newton
Han Nhat Nguyen
Samrah Noreen
Sydney Justine Olson
Ariana Zitlali Ortiz - H
Robert George Owens - H
J’Vontae Pace
Colton Pemble
Mara Jayne Perkins - H
Kristin Peterson
Samuel T Pipp
Starkita Purdle
Holly Rabe
Emma Rathmann
Holly Beth Ruehl
Alondra Ruiz
Benjamin Ryner
Amor Saljic
Tyler Scott Schmid
Ryan Christopher Schmitz
Peter George Schnier
Justine Mae Schumaker - H
Coleton Howard Schwartz - H
Jacob Robert Shilts
Paige Catherine Sitzberger
Savanna Sophia Slawnikowski
Egan Anthony Snopek - H
Shane Christain Spitz
Jackie Steeple - H
Kaohlee Nita Stoll - H
Nathan James Streiff
Erik James Swendson - H
Mariam Syed
Kayla Marie Szech - H
Caleb Malik Tancrede
Sydney-Yu Michael Terpening - H
Danielle Tetzlaff
Megan Lee Theune-Baillargeon
Kristina Marie Troka
Ximena Vaca
Jeremy Vaughan - H
Cole T Vetter - H
Derek Ryan Wallis - H
Cody Joseph West
Courtney Marie White
Reagan Mary Willard
Sarah Michelle Williams - H
Sarah Kaitlyn Young - H
Sydney Young
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS & CHECK-IN TABLE VOLUNTEERS
Marion Archer                     Angela Kowalski               Stephanie Minster
Andrea Azarian                    Karen Krueger                 Jean Salzer
Shiraz Bhathena                   Beth Kucera                   Jim Schmidt
Carl Bogner                       Suyu Lin                      Jessica Schuld
Gabriela Dorantes                 Catherine Loomis               Linda Walker
Shannon Freire                    Marshall Loomis               Gwyn Wallander, lead marshal
Fung Yao                         Stephen Hou                  Brian Marks
Lynne Jones                       Ling Meng                     John Yang

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Kate Block                     Jill Kenehan-Krey

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF
Andy Dummann                     Jeff Jordan                  Fernando Valdivia
Frank Ferrante                   Mike Proell                  Steve Wilke

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT
Chief of Police David Salazar and a team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT
Kristin Van Housen, Project Manager II, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF
Helaine Hickson, University Relations & Communications

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Carolyn Driscoll             Tammy Howard                Christine Roberson

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Bonnie Fuggiasco             Kyle Hernandez              Abby Strozinsky

PHOTOGRAPHS
Empire Photography was the official photographer at today’s ceremony.
www.empirephotos.com
608-257-2941
customerservice@empirephotos.com

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view and download today’s ceremony online at: http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/com_cer/com_archives.cfm

SOCIAL MEDIA
Share your commencement day with us! Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media. Tweet and instagram your commencement moments by using the hashtag #uwmgrad. Check out all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.